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DISCLAIMER 
In the event the reader of this volume uses the information without the approval of a health care provider, 
he/she is prescribing for himself/herself and assuming full responsibility for it.  This is his/her right to do 
so, but  COUNTRY BASKETS (Joel & Brenda Berry) assumes no responsibility for his/her actions.  These 
nutritional products and programs are not offered as an alternative to orthodox medical, osteopathic, 
homeopathic, or chiropractic approach to treat diseases, but rather, an adjunct to the conventional 
treatments and a supportive program that can be used in combination or in addition to other therapies, if 
desired.  Good nutrition does not oppose or contradict the orthodox forms of healing.  It complements 
them. 

BIOLOGICAL INDIVIDUALITY 
The human body is very complex.  Although each person is similar in general structure and function, each 
is also uniquely different, responding differently to similar stimuli, therapies and conditions.  What may 
help one person in a certain circumstance or condition, may not help another.  This is also true with foods.  
A particular food that may be nourishing to a healthy person may cause an allergic reaction in another.  
Each condition may also be unique.  Although thousands have had help from the natural methods, there 
have been and will be cases where destructive pathological changes are so severe, and the bodies own 
healing mechanisms so weakened, that the process of healing could be an extended process.  Persevere, and 
your hard work will be amply rewarded. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
COUNTRY BASKETS (Joel & Brenda Berry) does not diagnose or prescribe.  It is not the purpose of 
COUNTRY BASKETS to replace the services of your care provider. It should not be misconstrued to 
mean, imply or indicate that the product or programs described here will cure anything, as no such claims 
are made.  Only the body can heal itself.  These nutritional suggestions are not offered as a cure, rather, as 
aids to the body in reestablishing normal functions. We offer this information along with suggested 
programs to those who want to, and are willing to, share responsibility for their own health with their health 
care provider. Even though COUNTRY BASKETS (Joel & Brenda Berry) herbal remedy processes contain 
no drugs, you should use them only as directed by your health care provider.  Do not self-diagnose.  Do not 
mix taking drugs with our products or suggested methods! Do not attempt to treat yourself for any serious 
condition.  Consult your health care provider.  However, if your health care provider says nutrition is not 
important and attempts to only treat you with drugs, we suggest that you obtain a second opinion from a 
diet conscious health care provider who is more aware of natural methods of biological medicine, because-
after all, it is your health. The customer recognizes that he/she can die from these products used properly or 
improperly and takes 100% responsibility for the use of these products and methods and all information 
learned from books.  That BERRY’S COUNTRY BASKETS guarantees a money back policy and nothing 
else and that the customer agrees to personal experimental use of our products and will not bring “Harm” 
against the owners and demands his/her heirs as well as all forms of law enforcement bring “No Harm” 
regardless of sickness or death resulting in the use of all products and methods learned from books or 
seminars. 
 

By filling out your name and address you acknowledge that you have read, understand and agree to the 
terms, conditions and disclaimer mentioned above, If you do not accept, please stop now and 
discontinue. 

 
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MailingAddress:  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Phone number: _______---__________---______________  
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COUNTRY BASKETS 
P.O. BOX 263 

MIDDLEBURG, OHIO 43336 
(937-666-6107) 

 
 

This information is provided as entertainment purposes only!  We do not promote 
medical products or medical methods.  We do not answer medical questions.  We do not 
sell herbal or self-health products to the public.  If you wish to experiment with herbs and 
self-health methods as we do and wish to learn from us or purchase our products, you 
must sign a disclaimer before we will do so.  You SHOULD also purchase our 1st book.  
Once you have this book you will know what disease is and how to restore health and 
understand our products better with each book purchased. If you wish to call, stop by, or 
write us for questions you should have purchased our study guide and completed it so 
you will be educated and ready for advanced methods.  This book/study guide should 
answer most of your self-health questions and save us allot of time explaining to you how 
to be healthy.  If you do not wish to read, most likely you will not totally understand 
sickness and health and eventually not stick with a program; as long as you sign our 
disclaimer and agree to it, we will sell you our products. 
 
This product paper is strictly for those that have filled out our disclaimer, otherwise this 
paper is confidential and not to be shared with others.  These products and methods are 
just our methods, and we are in constant change of creating & establishing what we feel 
is best for us to do. The customer should have herbal knowledge before consuming herbal 
formulas, we have the finest herbal books sold for this also.  Again as long as you signed 
our disclaimer we will sell our products to you. 
 
If you wish to experiment as we do, you do this at your own risk, you acknowledge that 
we have zero professional medical knowledge and do not sell anything Natural or 
otherwise to replace medical therapies.  Anything you choose to do is at your own risk 
and you agree to not hold us liable in anyway and that your surviving relatives cannot 
bring harm against us, or our products.   
 
With such said, welcome to our world.  We study herbs and methods of self-health.  This 
has evolved many times and in many directions.  We are always in constant change for 
what we hope to be better. Our goal is Longevity. 
 
 
100% of our products are guaranteed.  If for any reason your dissatisfied, bring the books 
or products back with in 1 year of purchase for complete purchase price (minus shipping 
& tax). 
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INFORMATION ON OUR METHODS 
 

 (All boxed numbers and  blue highlights indicate products we sell) 
THE SCHOOL OF SELF-APPLIED PREVENTION 

 
Our goal is freedom from disease for a lifetime! 

 
1. Study lesson number 1 (A)  

Study Guide 1 (A) 
 
The first step in self-health is to learn to be disease free!  If this is not 
learned, a great deal of money can be wasted and health loss.  60-150 years 
ago many Medical Doctors had clinics that extremely ill people from around 
the world came to and became well.  A handful of these doctors (back when 
it was safe to do so) wrote a single book on their simple methods in their 
retirement years.  
 
One book was enough and most went into single print only and few have 
survived to today.  We specialize in such books and our expertise is 
understanding these books and our goal is to hand-reprint a selection of 
these type of books into a home study setting so the customer will know 
what disease is, how humans are afflicted with it and the extremely simple 
method to restore health with out surgery, drugs, vitamins, and in most cases 
with out even herbs. 
 
Lesson 1 (A) explains a 14 day cure that was used for 63,000 patients, that 
not only restored their health, but also educated them to never seek medical 
attention the rest of their lives! This is a beginner’s book, worth its weight in 
gold! 
   
Each book is hand scanned, highlighted, and laser printed 1 book at a time. I 
will eventually have about 1 dozen+ books dealing with Health and 
Longevity.   Each book must be read before the next one can be purchased.  
Once health is totally understood, then I will have a series of books on 
understanding “Freedom”, in an effort to understanding Longevity. 
 
This booklet is my method of a seminar on paper, explaining why I make the 
products I do and the reason behind the Schooling. 
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MY  METHODS/PRODUCTS 
by Joel Berry 

 

“RESTORATION” 
 
The average person has no interest in health until their health is ailing.  
Many times permanent damage has been done long before the pains are felt.  
Restoration is a series of methods used to restore that which has been 
damaged. 
 
I will give a quick summary of my best methods/products in the order that 
they are most important. 
 

1.  Sunshine ……………………………………6-7 
     2.   Air ………………………………………….8-10 

3.  Water……………………………………….11-12 
4.  Kidneys……………………………………..13-16 
5.  Digestive organs……………………………17-20 
6.  Liver ………………………………………..21-28 
7.  Parasites ……………………………………29-40 
8.  Problems …………………………………...41-44 
9.  The liver flush ……………………………...45-52 
10.  The Morbid Matters………………………...53-55 
11.  My current methods………………………...56-59 
12.  The “Ailments”……………………………..60-64 
13.   News Letters……………………………….65-67 
14.  Dr. Christopher’s Formulas…………………68-82 
15.  My favorite formulas……………………….83-93 
16.  Understanding Nutrition and Human health..94-108 
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SUNSHINE 
 
The human body lives on the bottom of a vast ocean of gases.  The pressure 
being so great that nearly 35,000 square inches of pressure is applied to the 
skin.  The masses (population) are kept in the dark on how the human body 
functions in efforts to promote false methods of medicine and enslaving the 
workers of society. Scientist and medical trained people grope in the 
darkness from the lack of education and can only promote what they were 
trained to do to make $$$. 
 
The human body thrives on sunshine!  There is no stronger medicine on the 
face of the earth that pure direct sunshine on the “bare” skin.  The entire 
body needs sunshine.  The energy from the sun supplies the life of the earth.  
This energy known as cosmic energy is the source of all life.  All of God’s 
Laws surround around the function of the sun. 
 
The sun, planets, stars, and “all” that is in space is a replica (micro) of the 
human atom.  The atom being the micro of above and space being the macro 
of the atom.  The center of the atom is the same temperature of the surface of 
the sun.  The atom is eternal, it can not be destroyed.  Everything is 
composed of atoms under pressure and all atoms are in constant 
motion/vibration.  This vibration allows our eyes to see objects and we can 
only see certain vibrations. 
 
Atoms are so small that no food particle can ever enter.  Atoms exist on 
cosmic energy from the sun.  Rocks and earth are compressed atoms and just 
as alive as humans or anything known to us is alive. The earth vibrates at 
about 8 cycles per second.  Each and every created object and life form 
known vibrates at a different cycle.  The color purple must vibrate billions of 
times per second for us to see what we know as purple.  Nothing can be dead 
as long as it exist, not until the atoms have evaporated through 
decomposition of the magnetism that held the life form in shape.   
 
Life as we know it, is when “Spirit” lives in our body (vessel).  Death as we 
know it is when we have damaged the body so badly that the “Spirit” can no 
longer live in the vessel, and leaves.  God’s Laws at the beginning were and 
are permanent, never changing, perfect in everyway. 
 
It is these laws, that our bodies must live in and obey! 
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If one is happy and enjoys life, it would seem that life on earth is a great 
honor.  Nature supplies the needs of all God’s creation.  This paper will 
examine the needs of the human body. 
 
You seldom hear a perfectly healthy person say “Well you have to die of 
something”.  Healthy people have no need to think of death, especially 
premature painful death.  The more a person lives against Nature, the more 
care free they abuse their body and don’t care if they live or die, until the 
pains get to be more than they can bare. 
 
There is no more studied subject in all the world than human health and 
there is no more confusing and misleading information to keep the average 
person in total darkness.  Today’s countries rule their populations not unlike 
a dairy farmer runs his herd.  Education from birth till death misleads, all 
except the greatest teacher of all, Nature!  Nature never misleads or 
deceives. Nature is free to all.  The perfect guide in life. 
 
If information goes against Nature, it will not stand the test of time.  Nature 
removes “all” that does not obey Nature perfectly, because God’s creative 
laws are absolutely perfect. 
 

• We are composed of compressed atoms and atoms absorb their energy 
from the sunshine, so it stands to reason sunshine is the number one 
restorative substance known to mankind. 

 
Removing all clothing and exposing every inch of the skin to the rays of the 
sun is the most powerful curative known.  As the skin strengthens it can take 
direct sunlight, avoid direct rays between 11 am and 4 pm during the 
summer hours until the skin is adapted back to Nature.   
 
Sunshine kills fungus in the body better than herbs and drugs and with no ill 
effects.  Practice sunbaths instead of old habits of eating at noon time. Your 
body will be more nourished on pure sunshine on bare skin than any food 
you could possible introduce to the stomach. 
 
Real human food is fresh picked (with in 7 minutes) and eaten raw as Nature 
freely gives.  The life of this raw natural food is the sunshine within this 
food.  Heat any food past 118 degrees and all life leaves, and the body will 
struggle with this type of dead food.  Life comes from the sun. 
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AIR 
 
At the moment of conception, the cells depend upon air from the blood of 
the mother.  At birth the first breathe of air starts the machine of fire that 
burns in a body of liquid.  After 3 minutes with our air, the body responds by 
passing out in an effort to get oxygen to the brain, with in 7 minutes the 
vessel can no longer support the “Spirit” and the Spirit leaves and the atoms 
begin the process of returning to Nature. 
 
Air is the most important substance to be physically consumed by the human 
being.  It is breathed in the nose and lungs as well as the skin.  It brings in 
oxygen and nutrients and removes the gasses of human wasted cells.  Air 
drives a great and powerful machine and just like all machines, it can only 
run as long and as good as the quality of air it is fed. 
 

• Human exhaled air is deadly! 
 
To re-breathe air is the most damaging thing a human does against Nature!  
Only a civilized creature penned up in a room will re-breathe its own air.  If 
you breathe only exhaled air and no fresh air, you will die in your own waste 
with in minutes, known as suffocation.  This is why the root of all disease 
starts in the bedroom.   
 
As an example, a cancer patient is host to massive fungus, each and every 
breath expels huge amounts of fungal spores!  Just think of the common puff 
ball in the woods that when you kick it, the spores filled the air as a cloud, 
the cancer patient is filling the space of the home in just such a manner.  
Only in Nature  we do not re-breathe our same air!  The air currents carry off 
each breath and supplies new fresh energized air to breathe. 
 
No greater harm can be done than to re-breathe one’s own air or the air of 
another! 
 
Naturally artificial heat in the home must be smell free!  If you can smell it, 
your breathing it and what ever you breathe, your body must process and 
eliminate out the drainage system of elimination.  Kerosene heat has to be 
one of the deadliest heats, unless it is 100% kept from entering the homes 
air.  The kerosene vent-less heater and vent-less propane heaters are asking 
for premature death and should be illegal when a child is in the home.  
Wood heat is not much better unless it is 100% vented.  Artificial anything 
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has a price to pay.  Nature means Nature and when we think we can do 
better than Nature, Nature shows us otherwise every time. 
 
One may be thinking why they are not already dead if any of this is true?  
The human body is a powerful machine that does not die easily.  The body 
adapts and the more it adapts, the closer it comes to death.  The following is 
a scientific experiment explaining our adaptation to bad air. 
 
Place a bird in a glass sealed container and in X amount of minutes it will 
die.  Repeat this, except this time remove the bird in ½ of the time it takes to 
suffocate it and replace a fresh bird in the sealed container and the second 
bird will instantly die.  The second bird not having the time needed to adapt 
to absence of oxygen. 
 
The same goes for the smoker, that 1st cigarette always produces a gagging 
cough, in short time the body adapts to the poison smoke and no coughing.  
The smoker does great damage to those in the same house. 
 
A family can be living with kerosene heat all winter and feel no ill effects 
and I can walk in out of the snow and with in a few minutes be struggling for 
breath.  The family has been greatly damaged and life shortened and never 
knowing it.  Their bodies adapt for the lifetime it has and does the best it can 
to reproduce. 
 
Rule number 1, make the bedrooms as safe as possible.  Heat the home, not 
the bedroom.  Open the window, screen the snow from coming in and use as 
many covers as you feel you need to stay warm.  Allow plenty of fresh air to 
flow (float) over the bed.  Remember, cold air does not make man sick, the 
same as the sun does not create cancer. 
 
Breathing exercises are the most beneficial life extending exercise.  I have 
an excellent book written by a man that was 110 when he wrote his little 
book on breathing, that enabled him to be healthy at such an age. 
 
Most people ignore the skin when they think about breathing.  If the skin is 
sealed with a substance that does not allow oxygen to enter, death comes 
with in the hour. 
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One of the most abused organs of air exchange is the human foot.  The foot 
is meant to be in contact with the bare earth your entire life.  Not only does it 
make the magnetic connection, it keeps the system flowing in correct 
direction.  The cold ground draws the toxins down and out of the body.  
From the ankle down is one of the largest organs of gas exchange and if 
everything is flowing correctly, the feet will stink a lot when confined with 
in shoes and hot socks.  If the feet don’t stink, odds are the system is clogged 
and the gases will come out the under arms and elsewhere out the skin.   
 

• Going barefoot as much as possible and never ever wearing socks is 
high on my list of things beneficial to Longevity and “Restoration” of 
health. Let your feet breathe! 

 
When shoes must be worn, make them the lightest pair possible.  To burden 
the feet is a great sin against Nature.  The coddled body is a diseased body, 
your skin is meant to be in contact with all of Nature.  Soft skin is diseased 
and lacks circulation.  Toes are meant to bend and grip and be stimulated 
with every piece of grass, rock, and stick.   
 
The sick need to remove their clothing and shoes and expose the body to the 
sun/air, 3 things the sickly refuse to do!  The earth’s vibrations heal, one 
famous American clinic removed all clothing upon entering and the old sick, 
near dead person slept in a hollowed out pit in the earth naked, but allowed 
blankets.  Rain, snow, made no difference, they slept in the open, year 
around.  Once healed, many refused to sleep in a house again.  The open air 
and contact with the earth can not be beat in restoring health and vigor. 
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2.  
Water 

 
Life needs energy and oxygen.  There are people that can live or have lived a 
very long time with nothing more than air and sunshine.  They are rare 
today.  Some learned breathing techniques that enabled them to obtain all 
they needed from the air and others just naturally stopped eating and 
drinking.  How can this be?  Our air has everything we need to thrive on.  
Science claims that just 1 cubic yard of normal air has enough energy in it to 
power a jet plane across the country.  People that didn’t need food or water 
have been studied by medical institutes for the past 100 years and there are 
great volumes of scientific studies to read about. 
 
It was finally learned that rock dust from outer space burns as it enters the 
earths air and creates an invisible dust of mineral in our air.  Certain humans 
have up to 100 more functional glands in their bodies than the average 
person does, or correctly stated, we all have these glands, but do to de-
generation these glands are all but dried up.  People with these glands seem 
to be able to acquire all their daily needs from the air they breathe.  With no 
foods, the body needs little to no extra water, since the air we breathe can be 
up to 80-100% humidity (water vapor). 
 

• If we ate fruits and berries raw right off the tree/bush, we would have 
no need for extra water.  Naturally we would be living in a climate 
where these foods were abundant and the air would supply plenty of 
humidity for the skin and lungs. 

 
The more corrupt the diet, the more need for water.  Wrong foods creates 
mucus/morbid matters and the body needs a lot of water to keep the sludge 
moving.  Fever is needed to liquefy mucus and water is needed to keep the 
body from burning up in its own fire. 
 
So what is water?  Rain is Natures water.  Un-polluted air produced pure 
rain with zero minerals in it.  Nature uses this water also, fruit and berry 
trees/bushes absorbs only pure water through their root bark.  All water 
sources that are not pure water, are not human sources for water.  If non-
human water is drank, the digestive system will attempt to filter the minerals 
from the water and clog the system over time with inorganic deadly 
minerals, such as arsenic and lime. 
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Distilled water is the only water source, period.  Reverse osmosis is not 
distilled or pure and according to Dr. Hulda Clark can and does do great 
damage over time to the Immune System. 
 
Doctors dating back to civil war days have written of the need of distilled 
water in human health.  Most cures demand distilled water. 
 
No one has a good excuse for not making their own distilled water.  It is a 
top priority in every kitchen more important than any cook stove.  Electric 
models make it easy and there are several non-electric models for those that 
choose to do so, they take effort to keep filled and not allowed to burn dry. 
 
The energy from the sun and the air we breathe is only partially under our 
control of exposure and purity, but pure water is with in every ones 
control.  When you consider the proportion of water the body is made of 
and the quantity taken in daily, no herb or drug or method can counter the 
poisons taken in from wrong water. 
 

• Failure to seek pure water greatly shortens one life.   
 
Distilled water is not natural when you consider it is not needed in a fresh 
fruit/berry diet, so when you drink distilled water, make fruit/berry juice 
with it, or at least herbal tea.  If you drink it straight, add a little maple syrup, 
honey, lemon, or some natural concentrated natural mineral. 
 
If you drink a can of pop or other non-human source of liquid that is 
commercially preserved with acids, you must drink 12 glasses of distilled 
water to neutralize the pop.  The body will maintain proper blood pH even if 
it means you remove your bones out your daily urine!   
 
The top 3 things to restore health being Sunshine, Air, and Water, 3 things 
people take for granite and abuse the most in their lives. 
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The Kidneys  
3. 

 
For the Kidney we make a liquid Herbal Kidney Cleanse and Dr. 
Christopher’s herbal formula. 
 

• The kidneys are one of the first organs to be damaged and can be 
80+% damaged before ill health is realized! 

 
As your body attempts to remove accumulated waste, the mechanisms must 
be free and flowing.  Proper bathing allows the skin to be free to perspire, 
reduced food consumption and herbal stimulation allows the intestines to 
keep flowing.  Much of the acid waste in the blood will be passed off in the 
lungs while exercising or while sleeping.  This is why fresh air in the 
bedroom is essential. 
 
One of the organs used by the body to cleanse the acid waste from the blood 
is the kidneys.  Besides the heart, the kidneys may be the most abused of our 
organs.  The consumption of well water and wrongful foods over whelms the 
kidneys with inorganic lime and minerals that clog the millions of filtering 
cells. 
 
Stones in the kidneys can be the root problems to many of the body’s ills.  
The symptoms are too numerous to mention.  Basically if your having any 
health problem, your kidneys are being over whelmed.  The heart must work 
much harder to force blood through clogged kidneys.  This raises the blood 
pressure and it only damages the entire system to take any drug that lowers 
the blood pressure by force!  Ideally you gently cleanse the stones and 
matter from these delicate cells, supply nutrients for new cells to develop 
and allow the body to heal its self naturally. 
 
Luckily if you quit consuming large quantities of inorganic lime and rock 
hard minerals such as is found in drinking water and drink fruit/vegetable 
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juices and change to your own home made distilled water, your kidneys 
should be able to remove these accumulated waste/stones.  Herbs have been 
a great aid for dissolving stones and nourishing the kidneys for centuries. 
The only sensible cure is to stop all wrong habits that harm the kidneys and 
they can start repairing the damage. 
 
If the kidneys have been abused for many years and health problems exist 
such as body pains, nausea, waking up at night, etc. you may need to use 
herbs to help dissolve these stones slowly. 
 
There are many forms of stones and as many different medical terms used to 
describe kidney diseases, again, books have been written on the diseases of 
the kidneys and all diseases start with failed kidneys.  I am only supplying a 
few pages to create interest in self-applied prevention. 
 
 

 

Interesting Kidney Stone Photographs 
Below are pictures of stones and their chemical composition. 

Stone Composition 

 

Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate- 97%, protein and blood 3%  

 

Calcium Oxalate (Monohydrate form-10%, Dihydrate form-
59%), Calcium Phosphate (Carbonate form- 7%, Hydroxyl 
form-21%), protein and blood-3% 

 

Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate- 98%, protein- 2% 
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Stone Composition 

 

Uric Acid Dihydrate- 100% (crystalluria)  

 

Calcium Carbonate (calcite variety) CaCO3 (crystalluria) 

 

Magnesium Ammonium Phosphate Hexahydrate (Struvite) 
(crystalluria) 

 

Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate- 97%, protein and blood- 3% 

 

Calcium Oxalate (Monohydrate- 10%, Dihydrate- 88%), 
Protein- 2% 

 
There are plenty of pictures of cancerous and diseased kidneys which I 
chose to not show, the kidneys must become clogged 1st and herbs are the 
best aids for this condition.  Cancer and diseases will be discussed later. 
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I hear over and over about how people with clogged kidneys were told to 
drink beer to remove the stones!  What foolish advice!!!!  Modern day beer 
has added lime to speed up the making of beer!  Only distilled water and 
herbs that slowly dissolve the stones can be considered!  Surgery is as 
foolish as drinking beer, unless the stones are embedded and blocking the 
tubes. 
 

• It can not be stressed enough to take care of your kidneys! 
 
I consider the kidneys to be suffering prior to all ill health, many times being 
harmed from birth to death.  So naturally healthy kidneys are a must for 
Longevity.  The human body is only as healthy as its weakest link.  Consider 
the kidneys as the filter on one of God’s most powerful creations of living 
fire in a liquid body!  If you do not change the oil filter on a mechanical 
engine, the dirty oil degenerates the engines life, just the same as poor 
kidney function can not keep the human body alkaline and as a result 
prematurely ages and dies. 
 
Dr. Hulda Clark uses standard Kidney herbs and I base these herbs in my 
liquid formula to dissolve kidney stones.  We have had many reports back 
that not only does it remove kidney gravel, in many instances bone spurs 
have disappeared as well as pains.  We also make Dr. Christopher’s 
formulas which he created to nourish the kidneys.   
 
The suggested method being to take the Dr. Clark 6 week kidney cleanse 
and then continue on Dr. Christopher’s herbal formula to maintain good 
kidney function. 
 
Always remember that herbs and methods are only supplements and aids, 
because our habits of living have are not in accordance with Nature.  
Obeying Nature removes the need for most herbs and methods of 
restoration.) 
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Digestive Organs 
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HERBAL BOWEL BALANCE 

erstand herbs and this formula, please read Dr. Christopher’s 
 this formula and The Natural School of Healing book. 

 herbal capsules daily. They are considered food by Dr. 
they cause the intestines to exercise, as well as stimulate the 
ve track with proper herbs.  I take as many that is needed to 
t 3 bowel movements daily.  Dr. Christopher states that if it 
y to get your intestines working, then it does, you back off the 
ed until there is no need for them. I normally take 2 an hour 
 desired results.  On the average I take 4 a day.  If I eat junk 

-2 with that meal. 

g to keep the wrongful eaten meal on the move and get it out 
rs. During a “FAST” I may need to take 1 an hour through out 
id taking an enema from the lack of food consumption.  This is 

ied herbal formula in the world.  I chose to make it from the 
ula with only a little added Olive Leaf. It is taught that 85+% of 
comes from the digestive tract, so this herbal product is used 
ng else is started. 

 is 1 bowel movement per meal eaten, no food staying in the 
 than 12-24 hours. The following pictures are just a few 
hat happens when the bowels don’t flow correctly. 
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The average intestinal tract in this 
picture is full of pockets and distorted 
by lack of muscle tone. 
 
Eating non/human foods during a 
lifetime or simply eating correct foods 
in a manner that produces stomach acid, 
results in the intestines being ulcerated 
as in the below pictures.   
 
These common ulcers produce that 
“hunger” feeling that we all satisfy with 
more wrong foods! When the ulcers are 
exposed, they hurt and eating food stops 
the feelings!  This is why “FASTING” 
cures these ulcers and unnatural hunger 
pangs disappear! 
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   Early Cancer!                              Small polyp!                        Large polyp! 
 
Inspection of the walls of the intestines has produced pieces of toys etc. that 
were swallowed as a baby!  Many people over work their intestines all their 
life.  As the intestines weaken they become home to hundreds of different 
unfriendly bacteria and parasites.  Layers upon layers of mucus morbid 
matter have been known to accumulate upon the walls of the intestines.   
Below are a few pictures from a clinic that helps people remove years of 
accumulated build up!   
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I have read 85+% of our health depends on a healthy intestinal track.  That is 
why I am spending so much time attempting to convince you that many 
people allow their intestines to become nonfunctional and allow disease and 
starvation to overcome the body.  I could easily create an entire book with 
nothing but intestinal diseases.  An over weight person actually dies from 
starvation.  The above pictures should convince anyone that you can not 
absorb proper food in diseased intestines, so hunger causes the person to eat 
more and more!  There are plenty of pictures available of cancer and 
diseases of the digestive track, these are by far the most abused organs of the 
body. 
 
One of the smarter healers back in the 1800’s wrote that humans grow 
upward and outward too fast only because of the pressures of fermentation 
of their wrongful eating of foods.  He added a man of 6 feet should never 
weigh more than 160#.  The taller and heavier a person is, the more 
unhealthy they are.  Each generation is becoming taller and wider and  
demonstrates our path of destructive eating habits. 
  
The Lower Bowel Balance Formula is the most copied herbal formula on 
the face of the earth for this very reason!  If people ate “ONLY” human 
foods, there would be no need for this herbal formula!   
 
This is why I reprinted the 1st book in the series of Self-Applied 
Prevention, it instructs that all diseased states are created at the dinner table 
and prevented at the same! 
 
The Lower Bowel Balance Formula was Dr. John R. Christopher’s number 
1 herbal formula and the 1st thing prescribed to one and all, regardless of the 
disease.  If the intestines are ill, the entire body will be suffering from 
starvation regardless of size and weight. 
 
Since 99.999% will continue eating “mixed” acid producing foods, this 
herbal formula has been and always will be Number 1 in the use of herbs 
and human health.  For those that cannot make this formula, it should be 
purchased by the barrel and stored in vacuum tight quart jars.  Herbs have 
been under attack for the past 150 years and this formula is not sold 
commercially as Dr. Christopher made it.  Most of Dr. Christopher’s 
formulas are no longer available to the public.   
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5. THE LIVER’S FUNCTION 
 
(Dr. Clark and Dr. Christopher have herbal formulas to aid the Liver, we can 
make anyone of a number of such formulas for those wishing to use herbs). 

 
It would be impractical to list each of the many functions of the liver, but I 
have included several, to give you a good idea of the importance of this 
organ.  Most of the liver’s functions are of a complex nature, some of which 
are carried on independently of each other, producing the possibility that one 
function of the liver may be interfered with, while others proceed normally.  
The variety of ways that the liver functions make it crucial to the 
maintenance and regulation of homeostasis of body fluids and controls of 
body processes. 
 
The liver helps to regulate the blood volume of the body by storing blood 
and releasing it through the hepatic vein.  The liver forms red blood cells in 
the embryo and stores vitamin B-12, which is essential for the formation of 
red blood cells. 
 
The liver forms and secretes about 800-1200 ml. of bile daily.  Bile is 
formed from bile salts and water, bile pigments, a phospholipid called 
lecithin, and cholesterol.  Bile salts are important in the intestinal phase of 
digestion, working as detergents to emulsify fats and form micelles, 
containing fatty acids, phospholipids, and/or sterols.  Cholesterol is made 
soluble by bile salts and lecithin.  Interestingly, the body recycles about 80% 
of the bile salts in the small intestines, then returns them to the liver. 
 
One function of the liver is storage and formation of some of the body’s 
nutrients.  The liver forms vitamin A and E.  Several minerals, including 
iron and copper, are also stored in the liver, and it utilizes vitamin K to form 
prothrombin, a plasma globulin used for the coagulation of blood. 
 
The liver serves a key role in the metabolism of carbohydrates, fats, and 
proteins.  For instance, it stores glycogen, synthegen and converts it to 
glucose to maintain blood sugar consistency.  The liver is center stage in 
metabolism of fats; it oxidizes fatty acids, it synthesizes fats from glucose, 
and synthesizes amino acids from other amino acids.  Finally, the liver 
synthesizes plasma proteins, fibrinogen and forms non-protein nitrogen 
compounds.  In this function, you could compare the body to a family of 
hungry units, with the liver serving as both the kitchen and the cook. 
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The liver also serves as a detoxification station for the body.  It not only 
controls the concentrations of various substances, but also detoxifies certain 
end products of digestion.  The liver plays an important role in estrogen 
inactivation and regulation, by excreting excess estrogen through the bile. 
Finally, through the many functions of the liver, it helps to provide heat for 
the body. 
 
In today’ modern consumption of chemicals, the liver is very over worked 
and clogged for most of its life. Just remember that your liver manufactures 
your body’s needs and like the Kidneys, much damage has already been 
done before ill health is known. The following pictures should let people 
know that our liver is very important and we need to take care of it all of our 
life and it will take care of us. 
 
                             These pictures are from Pathology 
 

• You should learn from these pictures, that the liver will work 
until it is almost totally destroyed! 

 
 

    
 
This is a clean healthy liver (was), with nice soft large ducts.  The next 
picture will show the normal stones in the liver ducts. 
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Note the common stone in the duct!  These are what are passed during the 
digestive/liver cleanses.  Unbalanced diet is the root cause of what is 
commonly called gallstones.  There are several methods of keeping these 
stones from being reformed, I will discuss this later. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

The hepatitis liver has 
collapsed liver ducts. 
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This yellow substance known as “FAT” g
obese Human.  All the organs are clogged 
reduced!  All fat reduces blood circulation. 
that their organs are also “FAT”! 
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These yellow deposits 
are FAT or commonly
known as fatty liver! 
ets into the entire system of the 
with it and the lifespan is greatly 
 Most people never stop to think 

. 
This extremely 
diseased liver was a 
result of kidney failure
Hepatitis and alcohol 
produced this hard 
diseased liver 



  

This cancerous growth 
consumed this liver! 

 

   

This hard liver is a result 
of chronic alcoholism.  
What a difference from 
the first picture of a soft 
healthy liver! 

 

   

Cirrhosis after the disease 
of hepatitis!  You can 
imagine drugs were used 
to treat the hepatitis! 

 
 

   

Another example of 
Cirrhosis! 
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Advanced CANCER!  I have 
read all cancers always start in 
the liver FIRST! 

 
 

   

The yellow portion 
shows the cancer 
consuming the organ. 

This liver also shows cancer, the yellow portion has consumed this liver. 
 

   

The pain killer 
acetaminophen killed the 
cells on the right side of 
this picture and the 
person died before the 
remaining cells could 
die! 
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This is another prime example of what chronic alcohol abuse does to the 
human liver.  It is a wonder how the body can crave a substance that it 
knows will kill it? 
 

   

Liver tumor! 

 
   

   

This is one sick liver!  Looks like 
something a child made from 
clay!  You can bet this individual 
had many years of poor health. 
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The pathology web sites have hundreds of pictures to look at.  I have just 
chosen a few to show that the human liver can be very sick for years before 
it dies.  That everyone should start early on in life to keep their liver healthy! 
Once damaged, the liver cannot be made like new very easily.  Every 
chemical from day one does damage; perfume, makeup, soaps, the list is so 
long, it is easier to say everything has to be processed by the liver.  When 
the liver is too sick, that is, when symptoms appear, people tend to take more 
drugs, the opposite is needed, they need to cleanse the disease out of the 
body and feed the liver with good live foods. 
 
The above pictures of a liver and pancreas are the results of drinking rusty 
water!!!! 
 
This is why, until a person starts making his own home made distilled water, 
no treatment can cure disease!  Pure water is first and utmost needed. 
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6.  
PARASITES! 

 
• The single most item missed by famous Longevity Medical 

Experts! 
 

This is our most popular herbal liquid.  We perfected this several years 
ago and many others around the country have copied the idea of an all in one 
combination.  I was the 1st to use Olive Leaf and the only one to use pure 
wild oregano oil.  I have studied these herbs more than all the rest. I use 
various parts of the Walnut Tree at just the right time of the season, no one 
else would take this effort. I raise my own Olive leaf Trees. We have 
wormwood growing in our garden as well as raise our own Pumpkins.  We 
do have to purchase the organic Cloves, but do not allow them to be exposed 
to the air while processing. 
 
These herbs have been used commonly for centuries in de-worming.  Dr. 
Hulda Clark’s book, “The Cure for All Diseases” is a good beginner book 
for the introduction of human parasites.   
 
Parasites can do a lot of damage and are of no value to the human body.  A 
liver flush allows a person to see many of these creatures and is of much 
value in self-health. The common dosage is 1 tablespoon morning and night 
for an adult for at least 5 days and then do a liver flush.  Once cleaned out, 
the average dose is 1 tablespoon once per week. 1 quart should last 1 person 
a year doing 2 sessions of liver cleanses per year. Otherwise Dr. Clark has 
larger doses in her books and children dosages.  I also suggest 1 teaspoon 
per 50# of weight. There are instances where people have taken 1 quart in 
one week with amazing results, but only those that truly are into Self-
Applied Prevention and herbal experimentation should use herbs as therapy.  
 

• I believe de-worming is a lifetime thing in self-health. 
 
100 years ago parasites was discussed freely when you went to the local 
doctor.  Most diseases were associated with a particular 
parasite/bacteria/virus.  Today parasites are not considered by most.  The 
medical colleges ALL have gigantic websites with hundreds of pictures of 
parasites and some times the diseases that they are associated with!  The 
center of diseases and control has plenty of information about disease 
associated with parasites.  The world health association also sees parasites as 
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a major threat to world health.  BUT WHY IS IT THE LOCAL M.D. 
SEEMS TO BE IN THE DARK ABOUT SUCH A THING?  Can they go 
to college for years and never learn about worms?  I have yet to meet one 
that will even admit they are real!  
 
I have a large collection of Medical Books on the subject of parasites!  You 
can go on a computer and look up medical websites that have not a few 
worm pictures, but hundreds of worm pictures and many times they show 
you how you picked up your worms and what these worms do to your 
health.  There is a Government Agency that collects parasites and they have 
many thousands!  There are also Government websites that show how many 
people die in each country EACH year because of certain worm infestations!  
Could this be a reason for mandating an autopsy?  They have to have 
samples some how to know how many people die each year of a certain 
parasite!  SO WHY DOESN’T THE M.D. CHECK FOR YOUR 
PARASITES AND TREAT YOU FOR THEM WHEN YOU GET 
SICK? 
 
From what I have read, the medical associations have only a few methods to 
kill human parasites!  The World Health Organization has even 
recommended using chemo on entire populations of the U.S.A. to slow 
down the spread of the sheep fluke!  My guess is the M.D. can’t treat human 
parasites because only very toxic drugs can kill the adult parasites and with 
in minutes the parasite eggs hatch out and repopulates the patient.  The drugs 
would make the patient extremely ill and this would be bad for business!  
Even worse for business would be if the parasites were actually killed, that 
would be suicide for making $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$. 
 
It use to be that certain animals had certain parasites.  This still exists in  
wild animals, unless air pollution has harmed them also.  Today all captive 
animals that eat and drink unnatural substances have far more parasites than 
they did 100 years ago.  With the use of alcohol and other solvents to 
preserve foods and liquids, these parasite eggs can hatch while going 
through the digestive tract and manage to enter the body through the walls of 
weakened intestines.  Once in, they make their home and a new specie enters 
the picture!  It seems that we share our worms with our pets and farm 
animals.  Many M.D.s have written that they believe the cancer virus comes 
from our pet dogs! 
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The common liver flush that I am leading up to will flush these parasites 
from the digestive organs.  Humans not only have the human liver fluke, 
they also can have the rabbit fluke, the pig fluke, cow fluke, sheep fluke, etc.  
Every parasite the local veterinary can come up with, can in deed also be in 
the human with a weakened immune system!  Parasites need food to 
survive!  Most parasites are not only harmless, but aid the body in getting rid 
of mucus trapped in the body!   They eat this morbid matter and then the 
immune system kills them when they are weakened by lack of food! 
 
The bad parasites are what I call animal parasites.  They are too large for the 
human blood cells to destroy!  These little monsters can grow to 50 feet 
long, such as the tape worm humans get from eating under cooked fish.  
These type of parasites not only eat mucus, they also eat our organs and 
flesh.  They get into our brains, eyes, bones, muscles, etc. and not only 
multiply, but their waste products can carry deadly viruses.  
 
Their eggs may be the type that needs stomach acid to hatch!  These eggs 
have been known to lay dormant for 35+ years in the muscle tissues 
awaiting for the human to die and be eaten by scavengers so they too can 
hatch out in their stomach acids and carry on their life cycles.  (These type 
of eggs can only be gotten rid of by extended “FASTING”.)  Books upon 
books (medical that is) have been written on the subject of disease and 
parasites, my only goal is to convince you that you have them!  We breathe 
their eggs in our air supply, they are on our foods, they are every where!  We 
do need some of them!  Parasites keep the earth clean and the species strong!  
YES, they kill off the dumb ones and eat their bodies so the earth stays 
clean, otherwise we would be neck deep in dead creatures!  The goal is to 
work with the beneficial bacteria and keep the bad parasites/bacteria/viruses 
under our control and not them controlling us!  I will discuss controlling the 
good bacteria in another paper, for now we are concerned with the killing of 
the bad ones and flushing them out!   
 

• Herbs work well with enabling the body to kill off unwanted 
parasites.  Maybe another reason M.D.s are not in the parasite 
business! 

 
The nice thing about herbs is that people over the past few thousand years 
figured out their uses!  You do have the people traveling the world today 
testing these thousands of unknown herbs and their properties!  You might 
know they are all rich M.D.s attempting to find that 1 rare herb that only his 
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company has access to!  They can’t put a patent on a natural herb, but they 
can find them in far away countries and attempt to tell the would be 
customer/patient that they have the ultimate herb (at the ultimate price). 
 
The old herbs work just fine!  Many years ago herbalist were hunted down 
and burned as witches or for many other reasons, with this, much of the 
herbal knowledge was destroyed.  Luckily the American Native knew the 
uses of all the American plants and plenty of the Europeans seeking a new 
life in a free world brought their plants for their health with them and these 
European plants soon spread across the entire country.  So we have plenty of 
plants to choose from, so no rare expensive plants are needed! 
 
The human body has protective methods to keep certain organs as toxic free 
as it knows how.  Again sadly to say, the modern diet has allowed unnatural 
invaders in and the body was unable to protect against such creatures.  Even 
more sad is that since herbs are organic and natural, they can still be filtered 
out and kept from entering certain organs to help kill off the unwanted 
invaders. 
 
The brain is one of the organs that filters the blood, normally referred to as 
the brain barrier.  The other well known filter is in the womb of the 
expectant mother, but this is weaker than the brain barrier and allows toxins 
and parasites to enter.  The other organ I found out about by accident is the 
pancreas, it seems herbs and some electronic type devices have no effects on 
the parasites that eat this organ.  Only the pathologist know for certain that 
the entire body is eaten by parasites and only they could tell what organs 
were free of parasites with examining the dead body of someone that used 
certain herbs during their lifetime.  For this paper, I will be discussing the 
parasites of the digestive organs.  I will show at the end methods of killing 
the parasites of the brain and the pancreas, we can only hope these methods 
also rid the other organs such as the adrenals, spleen, etc. and all the glands 
and many other parts of the human body! 
 
There is not 1 square inch of the human body that can’t have thousands of 
parasites with in it!  Actually the human body is more parasite than human 
cells to begin with!  The human cells are larger than the parasite cells, but 
the parasite cells out number us!  We need these huge volumes of bacteria 
type parasites to eat all the waste we produce by renewing our cells daily.  
You can see why using deadly chemo type drugs devastates the body!  The 
chemo drugs kills the good with the bad and that leaves the body with 
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excessive amounts of dead parasites along with the burden of mucus!  The 
parasite eggs always survive any attempt to destroy them and when they 
hatch they always have an abundance of fresh rotting food to rapidly grow 
up on.  Maybe this is why cancer seems to reappear after about a year or 2 of 
chemo! 
 
Electronic type zappers are ok to kill parasites “IF” the person is cleansing 
their body and has corrected their diet.  Otherwise each time the electronic 
zapper is used the parasites die and there is nothing to eat the mucus and 
with in minutes eggs hatch and they have plenty of food!  The proper use of 
herbs is better in the long run.  The herbs may be slower than electronics, but 
the herbs may not kill the beneficial bacteria near as much as the electricity.  
(The use of a zapper is fine during the cleansing process if you already have 
one.) 
 
The largest worms can be seen easily with the eye during a liver flush.  Most 
of the worms will pass in the bowel movements prior to the actual flush.  
What you see mostly is what comes directly from the liver.  Sometimes 
some of the large worms will let go from the intestine walls and you may see 
them also.  Otherwise your worms will fall off prior to the flush and the 
other 90% of your parasites must die and dissolve slowly in your bones and 
flesh and be eaten by friendly bacteria and then be eaten by your blood cells 
and carried to the kidneys and lungs to be removed from the body. 
 
You may be surprised at the amounts of parasites that come from the liver 
flush, sometimes you may actually see hundreds, if not thousands, 
depending if they are the large flukes or the small pinworms.  Only a small 
percentage are large enough to see with the eye.  There are hundreds that can 
only be seen with a microscope. 
 
It is said no lab will accept a sample for parasite examination!  There are 2 
non-medical ran labs that will search for just a few types of parasites.  The 
center of disease and control accepts samples from M.D.s ONLY.  
Otherwise you can find no one that will identify parasites that you may pass.  
The pathologist knows them all, but the information is for governments only. 
 
Identification does not mean as much as their removal and keeping them 
from getting reestablished.  You can buy the books and a microscope and try 
to identify them your self, but the scopes cost a lot of money.  My scope is 
very cheap and crude in comparison to the pathologist.  They identify by 
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stained slides of tissue.  I only take pictures of the large parasites and their 
eggs.  I will tell you, we all have plenty of bad parasites and it does take 
some effort to rid our bodies of the bad ones and a little effort to stay worm-
free!   
 
For those that have pets, live close to farm animals, etc. it may take a little 
more effort to stay worm-free.  If you have pets in your home, you will need 
to de-worm them daily and if you become seriously sick, you may need to 
leave your house to get away from these sources of parasites.  You will carry 
every parasite your pet carries.  In fact you will have given many of your 
parasites to your pet!  Maybe the pet actually receives the cancer virus from 
a human in the first place? 
 
All animal flesh carries parasite eggs no matter how well you cook it.  All 
fresh vegetables have lots of parasites!  Every time a guess comes to visit 
they will leave plenty of bacteria/viruses/parasites in the air of your home, 
the same goes when you travel in public.  The only answer is enabling the 
body to be resistant to parasites.  The scientific M.D. would have you kill 
and kill with drugs and this always ends in disaster. The only true Immune 
System with huge amounts of friendly bacteria allows the body to go 
anywhere and never worry about sickness.  These friendly bacteria will 
never allow the bad parasite to live in a healthy body.  When we kill off 
some of our 400+ friendly bacteria, we succumb to sickness! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The nest page is pictures I have taken of common parasites. Most 
other pictures used are from informational websites. 
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        Eg

     This

 

These are 1 of a kind pictures taken by Joel Berry.  
They are @10x, 60x, or 200x power.  These are very
common parasites and only a few of the hundreds 
people can have! 
    
sheep flukes?                            This worm laid its eggs! 

    
gs or maybe a worm?                 A sheep fluke stuck in a liver stone! 

     
 lady lived beside sheep!                     Lots of eggs! 
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              Strange eggs!                                    Eggs and maybe worms! 

      
          Eggs or maybe a worm!                   Mother and eggs! 

             
        Eggs or maybe a worm.                    My best fluke picture! 

        
        Mother laying eggs!                             Intestinal worm! 

    
     Large intestinal worm.                     Eggs or maybe 2 worms. 
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     Variety of worms.                    String like worms. 

   
        2 worms maybe!                        The head or maybe the end! 

   
             Mother and eggs!                           Several mothers! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 

The line represents the 
intestinal wall. 

  My very BEST pictures! 

 
  

Babies head @ 200X. 

 

Mother freshly flushed 
from the intestinal wall!
(10 times normal size) 
Her babies @ 
60X power.
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There are hundreds if not thousands of parasite pictures available on the 
medical and self-health websites.  Space allows me to show only a very few 
of my favorite pictures to convince people that parasites are REAL! 
 

   
    Intestines covered in worms!                      Common Ascaris worms! 
 

 

Ascaris worms 
removed with 
a huge junk of 
colon! 

 
 
If the next page doesn’t convince you that humans get parasites, I have 
plenty of medical parasite books and there are hundreds of pages you can 
look at on the worldwide web!   
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12 year old childs Ascaris worms purged!                      
 

 
                     The common tapeworm! 
 
The next page shows advanced parasite disease.  Most people seek medical 
help before the disease sets in this bad.  Some say the medicines kill the 
person before the disease could have killed them.  This shows the body can 
take a lot before it dies!  There are more people than one would think that 
also today, lives with their disease instead of seeking modern medical help. 
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Old books/websites are full of these type pictures, many fear medical 
treatments and the body may survive a very long time.  The simple herbal 
de-wormer most likely could have avoided all these type of devastating 
ailments! 
 
The only purpose of looking at worms and eggs during the digestive flush is 
to see when they are all gone!  When they quit coming out with the flushes, 
then you know you are on the right path.  I have seen enough flushes to 
know now what is needed and for how long.  You make your flesh 
undesirable to eat upon and these parasites eventually have nowhere to live! 
 
I have concluded that the people who knew parasites had no interest in 
Longevity and the people who studied Longevity were too educated to 
believe in herbs and that parasites would not continue to live in a clean body.  
I am convinced that keeping animal type parasites out of the human body is 
the most beneficial and one of the easiest methods done with the simple use 
of already known herbs. 
 

• My experience makes me firmly believe that we need to maintain an 
herbal plan to counter parasites for the rest of our lives.  At this point 
in time, my preferred method is to take 1 tablespoon of the de-
wormer weekly, and take the herbs Olive Leaf and Oregano oil daily 
6 days per week for life.  This keeps the fungal load down and makes 
the body undesirable for parasite habitation. 
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Problems 
 

I have only shown a few reasons for ill health.  We pay a price in our health 
for each and every aggression against Nature.  This means just about every 
act committed that an uncivilized native would not do, accelerates our loss 
of circulation and certain premature death. 
 
Civilized man has tried thousands of herbs/medicines and methods to 
balance being civilized in vein attempts to cheat death.  The more man 
becomes pampered/civilized, the more certain each generation becomes 
more degenerated and dies at younger ages to diseases. 
 
In the previous pages I have only shown a few of the end results of living 
against Nature.  Many authors have written thousands of health books in the 
past 200 years on this subject and just as many ideas and methods to regain 
health.  Because of these wonderful books, we can learn from their wisdom 
and their mistakes!  I learn something from each health book I read and 
many times this causes me to alternate my methods, hopefully for the better.  
I rarely make anything the same twice, because I have learned to do it better.  
I can never say a formula is completed, as soon as I think I will never need 
to change, I learn something new. 
 
In the previous pages I have spoke of the importance of Sunshine, fresh air 
breathed correctly, the need for pure water, etc.  Things the un-civilized 
would need no help learning.  It is the same with things that STOP the return 
to good health.  In the wild, they would not exist, but to the civilized person, 
it is as common and taken as normal every day life.  I will only mention a 
few of the things that will slow or block the body’s “will” to restore health. 
 
The first sign of chronic ill health shows in the teeth.  Undigested/fermented 
food trapped within the elimination channels creates a pressure within the 
body that pushes morbid matters right up and out the tooth (we call decay), 
out the ears (we call wax), out the facial pores (we call pimples/black heads), 
through the joints (we call arthritis), into the breast, neck, body tissues (we 
call fat), etc.  The hump of hard fat on the back of the neck, being the worse 
sign of all and the hardest to restore. 
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• The number one most common factor in today’s diseases is the 
accumulation of inorganic metals.  We breathe metals, drink metals, 
eat food enriched with metals, consume metallic vitamins/drugs, and 
worse of all, we fill our ill teeth with the deadliest of metals! 

 
The only cure for poor teeth (bones) is to create a clean blood stream and eat 
properly.  To drill out the cavity and fill it with metals or plastics colored 
with metals, produces one of the most damaging and deadliest of all sins 
against Nature.  The tooth hurting is a signal from the body that the diet is 
wrong and the blood is not pure.  To kill and patch the tooth and continue 
living against Nature always ends up in a shortened life and many times 
painful death as well as stops the body from being able to cure its self. 
 
This is a terrible trap designed to snare the children into becoming life long 
patients to drugs/operations and ending in cancers.  Civilization is full of 
traps that most are willing victims with out any knowledge of the harm and 
many times it is the children that are the biggest victims. 
 
Inorganic metals poison the body.  Many good books have been written on 
dental disasters. After studying many of these books, I believe Dr. Hulda 
Clark’s book, “The Cure for Advanced Cancer” to be the most reliable 
information for the person of average income.  The rich can travel to dentist 
that use lasers and methods that do not compare with the average American 
dentist.  The average dentist is at least 20 years behind times and uses 
barbaric methods that poison and torture the body. 
 
In short, it only takes 1 mercury filling (black silver filling) to STOP the 
body from ever living well.  Three such fillings will cause premature death 
by aging/diseases. Nine plus such fillings can cause anything and everything 
up to being sterile.  Some people may live average lives with such damage, 
but their children were damaged in the womb and suffer all their lives and 
each generation will show the damage of mercury.  
 
It takes only 1 root canal to do the same as mentioned above.  Pins, crowns, 
etc., all dental metals and glued on plastics/ceramics will take their toll on 
your health.  They must all be removed if you desire to live naturally and not 
accumulate their toxins with each and every swallow for the rest of your life.  
The saliva create a battery like effect of electricity with these fillings/root 
canals and you can measure the current of electricity of each effected tooth.  
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This electricity effects the signals coming from the brain to the body and 
does damage every second of life. 
 
One trip to the dentist is one too many!  The hurting tooth stops eating, 
Nature’s way of telling the person that their food has poisoned their blood 
and correction of food cures the tooth, not the dental poisons. 
 

• Correcting past dental is the most expensive and painful thing that 
must be done in order to allow the body to restore the blood. 

 
• I was enslaved to my work places insurance and ignorant for 20 years 

and allowed all of my teeth to be crowned and 12 root canals.  This 
started in childhood with mercury fillings, then plastic fillings, that 
lead to crowns!  All planed by the dental association to snare and kill 
by slow and very painful death.  One dentist that disclosed his 
teaching at a famous dental college acknowledged this plan and 
that the dentist were told that the ill patients would supply 
business for the M.D. 

 
 
 
Dr. Clark begs her readers to not allow 1 tooth to put you in the box and she 
insist all dental be corrected if, the person is to have a chance of reversing 
chronic diseases. 
 
My experience shows that the average old person is far too toxic from a 
lifetime of these fillings and would give up life rather than spend more 
money on their teeth and will sight anyone of many excuses.  They are 
poisoned and trapped into believing death is natural long before age 100 and 
accept this teaching and succumbs to premature death, usually a very long 
and painful death. 
 
After reading the books and weighing the differences, I choose to accept Dr. 
Clark’s information as the best combination and had all of my crowned teeth 
pulled and the sockets cleaned of poisoned bone.  This was a painful 
decision, but one I do not regret.  With a mouth full of electrified metals, I 
would be fighting a battle I could never win. 
 
On the good side of this, there are plenty of medical and herbal histories of 
people that grew a 3rd set of teeth and threw their dentures away.  Medical 
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stories of people that lived 250-350 years old speak of people naturally re-
grow new hair and a set of teeth approx. each century.  These people were 
born long before man polluted the air and this is why you do not read of 
such stories past 1950. 
 
To trust this information is as foolish as trusting the dentist that uses 
mercury!  Education and obeying Nature should be your guide and making a 
difference in the children’s lives so they don’t fall victim of these problems 
should be your goal. 
 
Vaccinations and all use of the needle to directly inject metallic poisons into 
the blood stream are extremely against Nature and many times introduces 
metals that may never leave the body.  Only advanced “Fasting” can reverse 
some the damage done by these things practiced by civilized peoples. 
 
Toxic metals/fumes abound in the civilized home, everything from 
wallpaper, foam filled furniture, carpets, soaps, perfumes, candles, etc. emits 
fumes that enter the lungs/skin and must be removed or accumulated by the 
body.  When the health is chronically ill, as many of the toxins that can be 
removed from the air one breathes, the better the results will be.  If there are 
100 poisons effecting your health, reducing that to 95 will be felt as a load 
off your body. 
 

• All people serious in living healthy must have a goal of a metal free 
mouth and metal free water.  

 
There are plenty of good books available to educate your self on these 
subjects, or just look at Nature and it is easy to see what does not belong in 
your home/life.  
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The Liver Flush 
 
 

                                        Digestive Flush Kit   
7. 

 
The fastest way to recovery is to enable the body anyway you can to remove 
that which has been accumulated.  Removal of accumulations restores 
circulation and alkalinity.  (This is why adding drugs and vitamins only 
creates more ill health.) 
 
Flushing the digestive system has been around for centuries and many 
methods have came and gone.  Flushing the liver of its stone and worms has 
to be at the top of the list as the most beneficial and economic methods I 
know of.  My experience is that Dr. Hulda Clark’s liver flush is the only one 
that works correctly and gets results and is by far, one of the easiest methods 
that all can do from age 6 and up. (Under the age of 12 must have reduced 
amounts and different products, but never the less, can do a liver flush). 
 
I suggest reading any of Dr. Clark’s books and learn her simple methods and 
don’t ignore the steps prior to the flush and you will have the knowledge that 
can save lives. 
 
The flush I am going to explain is based on Dr. Clark’s and many refer to it 
as a Universal Digestive Flush.   I made a kit based on people’s excuses not 
to do the flush.  I made it easier and better tasting.  Dr. Clark’s method is 
simple and extremely cheap and works just as well as my version, If done as 
instructed. My instructions for my version as are follows; 
 
These suggestions are for an adult.  You will need the 8 Herb De-Wormer, 
Lower Bowel Balance, Kidney Cleanse, and Liver Flush Kit. 
 
De-wormer- 1 tablespoon morning and night for at least 5 days. 
Lower Bowel formula- 8 capsules per day for at least 5 days. 
Kidney Cleanse Formula- One teaspoon @ bedtime 6 days per week until 
bottle is empty (approx. 6 weeks). 
 
Do the above for at least 5 days and then anytime after this, you are ready 
for a Clark Liver Flush, “IF” and ONLY “IF” your having at least 1 bowel 
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movement for each meal eaten EVERY DAY!  “IF” not, continue the above 
program until the intestines are in good enough shape to be flushed. Refer to 
Dr. John R. Christopher’s newsletter on this lower bowel formula for 
explanations how to take larger doses until muscle tone is restore to the 
intestines.  
 

• “IF” your having less than 1 bowel movement per day, DO NOT 
ATTEMPT a liver flush. 

 
You simple wake up any day after applying the above instructions for a 
week and eat a  (1) non-fat breakfast and (2) non-fat lunch. Single fruits 
make for a perfect choice. You cannot consume a fat or a protein food or it 
will not work near as well.  By fats I mean all dairy, meats, nuts, etc. no 
oils of any kind.  You want the liver to relax this day and keep its bile and 
not use it to digest hard to digest non-human foods. You must eat a plentiful 
breakfast and lunch the morning of the Flush. This is where most people 
mess up the cleanse, they ignore this and then don’t get the results they 
should! EAT A LOT and (3) drink plenty of juice or distilled water! 
 
(4). You stop eating/drinking @ 2 pm. 
(5). Starting 4 hours before bedtime, take 1 of the Vit. C capsules and 1 oz. 
of the Rest and Relaxation. You drink ½ cup of distilled water with this 
each time to rinse the teeth free of the Epsom Salts in the solution. Then 
rest, your done for the day. 
(6). 3 hours before bedtime, take 1 more oz. of R&R. 
(7). 2 hours before bedtime, take 1 more oz. of R&R. 
(8). 1 hour before bedtime take 1 oz. of R&R for a total of 4 oz. 
(9). At bedtime drink ½ the bottle of Organic Grapefruit Juice with one – 
4oz. bottle of the Gallbladder Purge (oils).  If you don’t have the 
Grapefruit juice, just squeeze 2 fresh fruits and filter and drink.  Drink these 
2 things with in 5-10 minutes. You can wash your mouth with a ¼ cup of 
water and then go to bed and lay on your left side or back, use a good size 
pillow and keep your head elevated.  You may also massage your liver and 
actually feel the stones purge, or just simple go to sleep and Nature will take 
its course.  
 
(10). In the morning repeat the R&R, except this time take 2oz. upon 
wakening and 2 oz. – 2 hours later.  You may drink all the water or diluted 
fruit juice you wish with this.  Two hours after the last dose you may 
consume fruits, etc. and when you see the fruit pass in the bowel, you know 
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your done. Some people actually eat corn and the corn is easily seen as the 
body can’t digest corn and it moves rapidly out of the system. 
 

• Many people stop after 1 flush and fail to follow instructions!  
YOU MUST FLUSH the liver until clean “IF” you want the 
program to work!  A complete Liver Flush is at least 2 flushes or 
until the chaff is cleared from the liver.  

 
 Ideally you must repeat this process in about 1 week or no later than 2 
weeks.  This enables the top ½ of the liver to purge.  With most people it 
will take 3 sessions to get the stones out.  Ideally Dr. Hulda Clark suggest 
doing a set of liver flushes every 6 months to aid the liver in getting rid of 
unwanted accumulations.  You should read Dr. Clark’s books and learn her 
methods!  I read books and did modify the author’s methods if needed to fit 
my personal needs, always experiment and prove to yourself what works and 
what does not!   
 

• Knowing The Liver Flush is worth its weight in gold and is the 
greatest 1st step to “Restoring” the body to living well. 

 
Afterwards, If we were to follow a diet of human foods eaten correctly as 
Dr. Hays suggest, most likely we would never need to do liver flushes again, 
but if we continue to eat the American Western Diet, this Universal 
Digestive Flush is of great value in my opinion.  
 
A person should take a quick look at each liver flush and watch as the stones 
and worms get fewer and then judge for them selves how many times it will 
take to be cleaned out.  Many people make the mistake of not taking the 
herbs to keep parasites under control and only take them while doing the 
flushes.  To me this is like de-worming an animal 1 time and of limited 
benefit, why allow parasites to ever reestablish their home in your body? 
 

• The true goal should be to get worm and stone free and stay that way 
the best you can.  To keep the pipes clean will ensure they take the 
load placed upon them during a lifetime.  Many a famous man and 
woman really felt they had the clues to Longevity, only to ignore 
human parasites and failed to live longer than the average person in 
my view. 
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Many different Liver and Digestive Cleanses have existed for hundreds of 
years.  My version is what I came up with after 5 years of doing the Hulda 
Clark type version and listening to others complaints or failures to continue. 
The methods are not so important as being de-wormed before you attempt 
one.  These worms must be damaged enough to let go and be flushed out. 
 
The many thousands/millions of parasites in the flesh and bones will slowly 
be killed by the blood. The exceptions being the brain and the pancreas. I 
will speak of these in seminars and to people that have completed my study 
guides and are into advanced cleanses and desire to be worm-free. 
 
I start my children on this Liver Flush at age 6 and have seen people in their 
nineties/bed ridden and have had very little discomfort.  You should read 
Clark’s books on this type of liver flush and learn about the toxins that the 
liver will purge and the effects of.  The biggest warning is, if your not 
having free flowing bowel movements, back up and stay on the Bowel 
Balance capsules and modify your diet until you have Bowel Tone! 
 

• After at least 2-3 Liver Flushes, it would be wise to start your 
“FASTING” program or at least your goals of a better diet, this is 
the ideal time!  Your cleaned out and flowing in the right 
directions! 

 
If you take at least 1 tablespoon of the Growing Like a Weed part B or 
Longevity Nighttime every night before bedtime, I feel you will not 
develop gallstones, once you have purged the old ones out and can avoid 
doing future liver flushes, only self-experimentation will prove or disprove 
this for you. 
When the Liver Flush contents are examined parasites from the 
liver/gallbladder and intestinal tract will be seen.  If the De-Wormer has 
been taken for a long period of time before the flush, you may not see 
parasites and just stones.  As the parasites are killed, the body dissolves them 
and they pass out the elimination organs. 
 

• In the previous section on Liver health you learned the importance of 
the health of the liver, it is my belief that the average adult 
liver/gallbladder is and has been clogged with gallstones/mud for 
many, many years and the function of the liver has greatly been 
hampered and the health greatly harmed.  The liver flush done 
correctly being the most valuable 1st step to correcting past damages. 
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What to expect from The Liver Flush 
 
The main goal was to prepare the gallbladder and liver so it may release its 
accumulated stones/parasites.  It makes no difference if you have had your 
gallbladder removed by surgery, the liver will purge many stones, maybe 
even more than if you still had your gallbladder!  Removing the gallbladder 
allows the bile to flow freely and this allows for a dry liver.  The gallbladder 
concentrates the strength of the bile 10 fold and holds it until the digestion 
calls for it.  When this vital organ is removed, the entire digestive system 
suffers for a lifetime and is permanent damage that can not be restored. 
 

Brenda Berry’s 
Gallbladder! 

 
 

 
 

 
The above picture is my wife’s Gallbladder right before it was surgically 
removed! (2 months before we learned the cure).  We had tried the standard 
herbalist liver flushes, consulted a master herbalist, a famous medical 
institute, and the local surgeon.  Nothing worked and after numerous trips to 
the emergency room and a year of weight loss and suffering, Brenda finally 
succumbed to the surgeon’s wishes.  He collected $14,000 and Brenda must 
live her life minus this vital organ. 
 
The above is an all too common story with many child bearing age women 
in the U.S.A.  Many other counties refuse to do this operation unless normal 
procedures should happen to fail. In this country it is the first choice and 
some times even done as a preventive measure!!!!!! 
 
We discovered there was a liver flush that would have saved Brenda’s 
gallbladder 2 months after the surgery.  It had been around for at least 5 
years and we didn’t know it, all we can do is learn as we go!  We told others 
about this liver flush and this was the beginning of our self-health hobby, so 
some good did result from this tragedy. 
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• Brenda soon did the liver flush and not only passed common 

gallbladder stones, she passed huge ones along with large amounts of 
parasites!  The huge stones were the result of liver flukes being killed 
and their empty homes in the flesh of the liver filling up with 
cholesterol and hardening into soft stones.  It took 9 months and many 
flushes until these large stones grew smaller and smaller as the liver 
repaired its’ tissues and filled in the parasite holes.  We now know 
much more and could have avoided many of the liver flushes, but 
again it takes time to learn. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Images: Gallbladder surgically removed – Cholelithiasis (Gallstones). The 
Gallbladder can hold one big or up to several thousand small stones. If not 
treated, stones may grow, or stones may clump together and form one huge 
stone. 
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     A few fresh cut Gallbladders! 

  

                  

I know of no one that is stone-free!  I would venture a guess and say most 
adult Americans have restricted bile flow due to common gallstones 
blocking the ducts.  I would also guess many people have had non-functional 
gallbladders for many years of their lives.  With advanced age some actually 
have calcified gallbladders.   

Again as with all human diseases, the diet is the direct cause! 
 

• The purpose of the previous pictures is to show that most all 
gallbladders do have stones!  The function of the Gallbladder can be 
explained that if the gallbladder was a bag, that when squeezed, 
emptied its’ contents on command of the stomach contents. Just 
imagine this bag being full of marbles (stones) and what would 
happen when it attempted to squeeze?  You then understand what 
happens to the average digestive system asking for the livers 
digestive bile!   

 
To do a proper Liver Flush the worms must be killed so they will let go of 
the liver and allow the blocked ducts to purge and most important is that the 
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Gallbladder duct has to be made expandable to allow large stones to flow 
out.  This is where all other Liver Flushes fail!  They ignore the use of 
Epsom Salts for this and only the Dr. Hulda Clark type Liver Flush prepares 
the ducts to expand and expel these sometimes huge stones. 
 
Now lets imagine the gallbladder is like a clogged sink.  Lets imagine we fill 
the sink with water to produce pressure, so when the clog succumbs to this 
pressure, the volume of water forces the clog along its way to the waste 
dump.  This is the same method used to flush the liver.  The pre-flush (non-
fat breakfast/lunch) will build bile and then purge it along with all the stones 
and dead parasites when the Grapefruit juice/oils are consumed just before 
bedtime. 
 
I took 1 picture that tells the whole story and the effectiveness of liver 
flushing.  It along with many of my other pictures have been used in news 
letters and cancer websites over the years.  This one picture should convince 
anyone of the need to clean the liver/gallbladder and hopefully keep it clean 
so this doesn’t happen again. 
 
Please examine the below picture of a young man in his early 20’s. 
 

 

These mid-sized 
Gallstones must 
have all came 
from the ducts of 
the liver! 

Size of a Gallbladder! 

 
 
 If this picture does not convince you to experiment with a liver 

flush, Self-Applied Prevention is not for you! 
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Removing the Morbid Matters 
 

Using herbs to eliminate animal parasites, dissolve or flush stones, and 
restore strength to the digestive system along with corrective water/food 
sources and obeying Nature makes one feel very good, it starts turning back 
the clock of signs of ageing.  These things can only work when the teeth are 
metal free and toxins removed from daily life, otherwise accumulation takes 
place on a daily basis and overwhelms the system.  You will only get as 
much benefit as you put forth effort. 
 
The word cure means to reverse all damages and live with Nature, that is 
why there is no person of today that will be cured, they will not live as 
Nature intended.   
 

• When I write the word cure, I mean the path to “Living Well”. 
 
Morbid matters are accumulated waste products of the body.  Mostly 
undigested foods and cellular waste trapped in the Lymph Glands and 
tissues.  As these acid wastes are removed and the body tissues nourished, 
every cell, every atom of the body’s structure can and does replace its self 
anew.  This means a new skeleton, new organs, new flesh, new skin, etc.  A 
new vessel for the Spirit to dwell in and be witness to the world.   
 
The key word in the above paragraph is nourished.  To nourish the cells and 
leave ZERO accumulations means eternal life for the vessel (body), we all 
know this does not happen!  Accumulations are trapped and does slow and 
bring to a stop the flow of circulation and the Spirit does leave.  Most people 
could care less and invites death by accumulating waste products, known as 
Morbid Matters.  Literally their body rots inside to the point of death, 
normally a horrible slow death.  On the other hand, the more alkaline person 
with less acid accumulations, the person stays active to the day of death and 
normally their death means they do not wake from their peaceful sleep. 
 

The signs of Morbid Matter accumulations. 
 

It is quite simple, “IF” as an adult, you do not look/feel in excellent shape 
and have the appearance of a 22 year old body in the most of trim and tight 
skinned with almost unlimited vigor and stamina, then the body is outwardly 
showing it has acid accumulations and not able to repair the tissues as they 
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are used and unable to make perfect tissues.  We are raised to call this 
ageing.  
 
Ageing is therefore a disease of the body and should be treated as so.  In 
some cultures when the body showed ageing they would submit to a 
ceremony of “Restoration” so strange to Americans that we called it a 
religious ceremony.  The person would be taken in and after allowing the 
body to purge the acid wastes would emerge back into the tribe rejuvenated.  
There are many medical studies of such peoples.  Science/medical people 
have always studied those that out live the average person.  Not long ago, 
there were tribes that submitted to a suicidal ceremony at age 250, they 
would say their good byes and as everyone watched, they would jump from 
the upper cliffs down to their deaths.  According to governmental / medical 
records, never knowing a sickness their entire lives.  It was a, “making 
room” for the younger generations ceremony.  Up until 1950, many people 
in India lived long past 150 years of age.  As world wars for power created 
leaders that seen the world as being too populated, the people were educated 
to believe that these old people that were defying age and death were “evil” 
and they were hunted down and beaten to death.  One of my finest books 
written by an English solder (at the age of 110) learned the secret of long life 
from coming to the aid of such an Indian being beaten to death in India 
while being stationed their as a young soldier.  As thanks, the elder Indian 
gave the young soldier the simple truths of life and when this soldier was 
near dead at age 70, he remembered and applied what he was told and at age 
110, he felt he should write down this secret for others to learn from. 
 
A more modern version of eliminating the earth’s population is the Chem 
Trail program started back in 1948.  A retired Air Force Pilot that we 
purchased non-electric water distillers from when asked about the Chem 
Trail program, admitted that he sprayed the India Nation with deadly 
chemicals from 1960-63.  I asked him why?  He stated it was the “BEST” 
for “ALL”!  This is a result of picking the ignorant and giving them ample 
money and the feeling of superiority and they will “KILL”.  The entire 
world is sprayed daily and can be witnessed to, any given day by just 
watching the sky above.  It starts out with a clear blue morning and by late 
afternoon a series of high altitude air force jets flying 5 miles apart criss-
crosses this nation until the skies are a dull gray haze.  (You can learn more 
about this by researching Chem Trails.) 
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Chem Trail poisons our air, our foods are governmental supplemented with 
metals, sterilized foods, hard water minerals, non-human foods, chemicals of 
all kinds seen and unseen all must be eliminated once they enter the human 
body, if not, they become accumulated acid waste known as Morbid Matters. 

 
• Knowing How to eliminate accumulations, allows us to live free 

and with out fear of sicknesses. 
 
This wisdom of morbid matter removal is the reason behind “The School of 
Self-Applied Prevention”.  Most of the books are books on methods of 
enabling the body to eliminate acid waste and the return to health and 
rejuvenation.   
 

• It is not wise to do self-health if you have not or do not want to read 
books on the subject.  You should know herbs and know your body, it 
is time you take charge and be slave to no damaging practices. 

 
• My method of removing Morbid Matters has changed every year, but 

the principles will always be the same!  Don’t eat that which 
accumulates! 

 
Does it get any simple than this?  This is what the old doctors taught.  Why 
eat/drink something that is going to slowly kill you and take all your money 
at the doctors office/hospital to try to save your life? 
 
I will speak of human foods that do not harm or kill after I have explained 
my methods for removing the past accumulated waste in the body.  Again, 
all I am writing is a summary of a few things taught in The School’s books 
on these subjects and in no way I can I give these medical authors that ran 
huge clinics that cured multitudes of thousands justice in these few pages. 
 
The following is meant for those that have read at least the first book and 
should be familiar with Dr. John R. Christopher’s herbal books and herbs in 
general.  This is for entertainment purposes only and anything you choose to 
do with your own self-health is your own educated choice and free will.  I do 
many things other than what I have space to write about in this paper.  All 
methods are supplements to living as we should, if we lived as we should, 
there would be no need for this paper. 
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I will be mixing things in my own way learned from many authors and 
altered based on my limited experiences to the date that I have written this 
paper.  It is guaranteed that I never write the same paper twice, as I change 
as I learn.  My goal is to eliminate and make as simple as I can! 
 

My Current Methods of “Restoration” 
by Joel Berry 

 
Note: It would take a book to explain all the reasons I suggest my methods, 
so I am not going to try to explain a reason for each thing, you will learn the 

reasons why and hundreds if not thousands of reasons why in the books I 
suggest to read through “The School of Self-Applied Prevention”. 

 
Step 1  Read 1 hour daily on the subject of Self-Applied Health.  There are 
so many books on this subject that you can not live long enough to read 
them all.  The older the book the better, I prefer pre-1950 books.  The most 
important method to regain health is to learn and keep the mind thinking 
about you and your health.  When it comes right down to it, who is 
responsible for your health and when it comes to dieing, it is only you!  
People today die in loneliness and welcome the hospice morphine drugs of 
death.  As you become a bother, life does not seem worth living, so learn 
now how to be healthy and active to the day your Spirit leaves! 
 
Step 2  Never eat Breakfast the rest of your life!  Learn about human food 
and how to eat and when! 
 
Step 3  Do 2-3 or as many Liver Flushes as needed until stones and chaff are 
gone.  If in doubt, do 3 complete flushes. 
 
Step 4  You have done the Liver Flushes correctly, you should have most of 
your digestive organs free of parasites and flow direction corrected and 
properly eliminating mucus from the body.  Now make an assessment of 
your health problems and goals to returning to living well.  Make a list of all 
that has happened in your life, starting with vaccinations, dental work, 
childhood diseases, health problems as a child to adulthood to date.  
Chemicals you have worked with and the quality of your environment.   
 
Now seek a remedy for each of these things, a GOAL so to speak!  It can be 
as simple as sleeping with an open window to correct environmental toxins 
in the home, sleeping with the head always North, never wearing socks the 
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rest of your life and shoes only when you must.  Taking a sweat bath nightly 
before bed, etc.  Everything you choose to change will enhance your life and 
extend your lifespan.  Longevity is all about choice!  Your past relatives 
died from their choices and you can learn from their mistakes or continue in 
their foot prints. 
 
After you have made your assessments and goals, educate your self with Dr. 
John R. Christopher’s methods of using herbs to aid these past/present health 
problems.  All of Dr. Christopher’s methods/herbs can and should be used 
along with what I am going to suggest.  (I will provide a list of health 
problems that Dr. Christopher supplies herbal information for treatment later 
in this paper.) 
 
Now that you have studied Dr. Christopher’s herbal methods and chosen 
what you choose to do, you are now ready for my next step. 
 
On the morning of your last liver flush, you will have taken 2 doses of R&R 
2 hours apart and purged your gallstones that morning, now is the time to 
start the greatest “Restoration” of your life!   
 

• Do not return to normal food this day! 
 
After your last dose of R&R, start eating oranges.  Peel and eat 8 oranges 
this day!  Not juice, peel and eat as normal 8 oranges.  This is to remove the 
loose stones from the intestines.  With each orange take 1 Lower Bowel 
Balance capsule.  This is day 1 of your “Restoration”. 
 
Step 5  Day 2, you will need, R&R, 8 oranges, 8 Lower Bowel Balance 
capsules, & 20 Raw Almonds. The best method is to juice 1 orange into an 
8oz. glass and fill with home made distilled water and drink with 1 Lower 
Bowel Balance capsule.  Do this 1 hour apart through out the day.  Take 10 
Raw Almonds at 8 am and 10 at 12 noon.  2 hours before bedtime take 2 oz. 
of R&R and 2 oz. at bedtime. 
 

• If the person is very week and thin, a glass of fresh carrot juice should 
be drank ½ hour after each glass of orange juice. 

 
This supplies 8-16 glasses of food daily and is extremely simple for any 
adult to do that is serious about their health. 
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Step 6  Day 3, repeat Step 5. 
 
Step 7  Day 4, repeat Step 5, except do not take the R&R today, your done 
with it. 
 
Step 8  Days 5-14 repeat Step 7. 
 
You have now completed my version of the Dr. Hay M.D. “Restorative” 14 
day orange juice “fast”.  Dr. Hay states that this method multiplies the red 
blood cells 5X and this is “The CURE”, the only “CURE”!  He cured 63,000 
patients with this similar method in his clinic and taught correct food 
education and that the patient should never seek medical attention for 
diseases ever again.  He stated that any day you wake up and do not feel 
100%, stop and do this “Fast” for 3 days and you have done more for your 
health than any other known medical method.  The patients were restored 
and he had no repeat customers, his education set them “FREE”.  Naturally 
if you refused his education and went back to your old methods, disease 
would return.  14 days in the clinic and the experience of the cure, people 
did learn to never accept drugs and the knife ever again.   
 
The above method “Restores” blood and gets the system flowing correctly.  
Done correctly and then followed up with correct human foods, anti-parasite 
herbs, and good habits that obey Nature, this information will lead to Living 
Well the rest of your life. 
 
Step 9  Days 15-21  continue the above for a total of 21 days.  This would be 
my version of Dr. Jackson’s “Restorative” method.  Dr. Jackson states that 
21 days will provide a new rebuilt heart and veins.  I also suspect most of the 
organs will be rebuilt by now or soon.  Again, this simple method is very 
easily done by any adult serious about their health and well being. 
 
Step 10  Days 21-40  continue as above for a total of 40 days.  Most people 
are familiar with the 40 days “FAST”.  It is as old as the Bible.  I do not 
suggest as all my books do not suggest that anyone does a 40 day water 
“FAST”.  Water “FASTING” is for an experienced expert and not done for 
health reasons in general.  For health you must supply nutrition/herbs to 
supply the liver with nutrients and enable daily bowel movements. 
 
For those that for some reason can not obtain 8 oranges per day, the next 
alternative is to purchase Organic Orange Juice.  With this method you take 
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1 quart of Organic Orange Juice per day, with 1 quart of distilled water per 
day in place of the 8 oranges.  Organic Carrot Juice can also be obtained as a 
mixture and sometimes pure.  Nothing compares to fresh squeezed! 
 
The golden rule is:  you have 1 or more bowel movements daily during the 
“FAST” or you take a Dr. Hay cool enema prior to bed.  Normally the 
Lower Bowel Balance capsules avoids the need for the enema, you can take 
as many as needed, 8 is only a suggestion.  Maintain this Golden Rule and 
“FASTING” is in general safe.  If you “FAST” and do not have bowel 
movements, you can become seriously ill or die.  Those that water “fast” are 
in medical records of dieing from just such reasons.  It is foolish to “FAST” 
or do Self-Applied Prevention if you refuse to read and learn. 
 
To break the “FAST” I prefer to eat 2 pounds of raw food.  Dates is the 
preferred method of some of the best known “FASTING” experts.  Most any 
raw fruit/berry or vegetable will do the job.  You want to scrape/wash the 
intestinal walls of any morbid matters and push them down and out!  A few 
authors suggest introducing only small amounts of raw foods and gradually 
going back to a normal diet.  I believe as long as you chew the food well that 
the 2 pounds of raw food makes more sense to me to do.  The Lower Bowel 
Balance capsules normally have takes care of this problem with “fasting” 
and makes it a pleasant experience. 
 

• As stated these are my versions!  You are not wise to follow my 
versions!  The wise person will read these authors books and with 
self-experimentation learn for them selves and create their own 
version and what works best for their lives. 

 
In my opinion all of Dr. John R. Christopher’s herbal formulas can and 
should be taken during the above mentioned “RESTORATION” process.  
You assess your health situation and learn what formulas Dr. John R. 
Christopher made to aid the body to purge and restore.  This also ads to the 
daily intake and makes the “Fasting” even easier! 
 

• Every herbal formula I make is made with “Fasting” in mind.  For the 
most part I have made it to be taken during “FASTING”! 
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8. 
AILMENTS 

 
The following is a list of “ailments” taken from Dr. John R. Christopher’s 
herbal methods.  During Dr. John’s lifetime practice he created books and 
schooling based upon his knowledge and was known as “The BEST”.  For 
each of the below ailments, Dr. John gives a short explanation of each and 
what he would have suggested his patient to do. 
 
For those that want to know what Dr. John had to say about each one of the 
below subjects, we can print this information for you (check our price 
sheet for info).  I would strongly suggest anyone interested in herbs and 
Self-Applied Prevention to collect and read all of Dr. John’s books and 
news letters as well as videos and cassettes. 
 

A 
 
Abrasions (Scrapes, Cuts), Abscess, Acidosis, Acne (Vulgaris, Rosacea), 
ADD/ADHD, Addison’s Disease (Adrenal Gland Disorder), Adenoids-
Polyps, Age Related Macular Degeneration, Ague, Aids Support, 
Alcoholism and Withdrawl, Allergies and Sensitivites, Alopecia, 
Alzheimer's Disease, Amenorrhea, Anemia, Iron Deficiency, Angina, 
Anxiety, Aphthous Ulcers, Apoplexy, Appendicitis, Arterial Disease, 
Arthritis (Gout), Arthritis (Osteo), Arthritis (Rheumatoid), Asthma, 
Atherosclerosis, Athlete's Foot, Athletic Performance, Atopic Dermatitis 
Attention Deficit Disorder(ADD), & Autism. 

B 

Bacterial Infection, Bad Breath(Halitosis), Bed Wetting(Incontinence), 
Bee Stings(Insect Stings), Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH), 
Bites (Insect Stings), Bites (Snake), Black Eye, Bladder Ailments, 
Bladder Infections, Bleeding (Hemorrage), Blepharitis, Blindness (Night), 
Bloating (Indigestion), Bloating (Water Retention), Blood Poisoning, 
Blood Pressure (High), Blood Sugar (Diabetes), Blood Sugar 
(Low/Hypoglycemia), Boils, Bones (General Health), 
BPH (Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia), Breast (General Health), 
Bright's Disease, Brittle Bone Disease, Brittle Nails, Broken Bones, 
Bronchial Asthma, Bronchitis, Bruising, Burns, & Bursitis. 
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 C 
Candida Albicans/Candidiasis, Cancer, Canker Sores, 
Car Sickness, Cardiovascular Disease Overview, 
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Cataracts, Celiac Disease, 
Cervical Dysplasia, Change of Life, Chicken Pox, Cholecystitis, 
Cholesterol, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS), 
Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (COLD), 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), 
Chronic Venous Insufficiency (CVI), Cold, Cold Sores, Colic, 
Colitis (Irratible Bowel), Colitis, Ulcerative, Common Cold, 
Congestive Heart Failure, Conjunctivitis, Constipation, Convulsions, 
Copper Overload (Wilson's Disease), Coronary Artery Disease, 
Cough, Crohn's Disease, Croup, Cuts, Cyst (Breast), & Cystitis. 

D 

Dandruff, Deafness, Debility, Dengenerative Arthritis, 
Degenerative Joint Disease, Dementia (Alzheimer's Disease), 
Dental Disease, Depression, Deramtitis, Diabetes, Diarrhea, 
Digestion, Diptheria, Discoid Lupus Erythematosus (DLE), 
Dizziness, Dropsy, Duodenal Ulcer, Dupuytren's Contracture, 
Dysentery, Dyspepsia, & Dyspnea. 

E 

Ear Ache, Ear Infections, Ear Ringing, Eczema, Edema, Elevated Blood 
Pressure, Enlarged Prostate (BPH), Enuresis, Epilepsy, & Eye Ailments. 

F 

Fatigue/Chronic, Fever, Fever Blisters, Fibrocystic Breast Disease, 
Fibromyalgia, Fibrositis, Flatulence, Flu, Food Allergies, 
Fragile Capillaries, Frog, & Fungal Infections/Foot. 

G 

Gallstones (See Cholesterol), Gangrene, Gas (Stomach), 
Gastric Ulcer, Gastritis, Gastrointestinal (Indigestion), 
Gingivitis, Glands, Glaucoma, Goiter, Gonorrhea, 
Gout, & Gum Disease. 
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H 

Halitosis, Hardening of the Arteries, Hay Fever, Headache (General),  
Headache Migraine, Heart (General Health), Heart (CHF), Heart Disease, 
Heart Failure, Heart (Mitral Valve Prolapse), Heart Palpitations, 
Heartburn, Heavy Menstruation, Hemorrhage (Bleeding), Hemorrhoids, 
Hepatitis, Heptolenticular Degeneration, Hernia, Herpes Simplex 1 (Cold 
Sores), Herpes Simplex 2 (Genital Herpes), Herpes Zoster, Hiccoughs, 
High Blood Pressure, High Cholesterol, High Homocysteine, High 
Tryglycerides, HIV Support, Hot Flashes/Flushes, Housemaid's Knee, 
Hyperactivity, Hypercholsterolemia, Hyperemesis Gravidarum, 
Hypertension, Hypoglycemia, Hypothyroidism, & Hysteria. 

I 

IBS (Irritable Bowel Syndrome), Immune Function, Impotence, 
Incontinence, Indigestion, Infection, Infection (Ear), Infertility (General), 
Inflammation (Bursa), Inflammatory Bowel Disease, Influenza, 
Injuries, Minor, Injuries, Wound, Insect Bites and Stings, Insomnia, 
Intermittent Claudication, Iron-Deficiency Anemia, 
Irritable Bowel Syndrome, & Itch. 

J 

Jaundice & Jet Lag. 

K 

Kanner's Syndrome & Kidneys (General). 

L 

Lactose Intolerance, Laryngitis, Leukemia, Lice, Liver (General), 
Liver (Hepatitis), Lockjaw, Low Blood Sugar, Lungs (COPD) & 
Lupus. 

M 

Macular Degeneration, Measles, Meningitis, Menstrual Conditions, 
Migraine, Milk (Lactose Intolerance), Minor Injuries, Miscarriage, 
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Mitral Valve Prolapse (MVP), Moles & Warts, Morning Sickness, 
Motion Sickness, Mouth Ulcers, MS (Multiple Sclerosis),MSG Sensitivity, 
Mucus Colitis, & Mumps. 

N 

Nails (Yellow Nail Syndrome), Nausea (Motion Sickness), 
Nausea (Pregnancy), Nephrolithiasis, Nerves (General), 
Nervousness, Neuralgia, Postherpetic, Neuritis, Night Blindness, 
Nightmares, Nipples, Nosebleed, & Nyctalopia. 

O 

Obesity, Osgood-Schlatter Disease, Osteoarthritis, 
Osteochondrosis (Tibial Tuberosity), Osteomalacia, & 
Osteoporosis. 

P 

Palpitations (Heart), Pap Smear (Abnormal), Paralysis, 
Parasites, Peptic Ulcer, Periodontal Disease, Piles, Pimples, 
Plaque (Arterial), Pleurisy, PMS/PMT, Pneumonia, 
Poison Ivy & Poison Oak, Pollen Allergy, Polyps, Poor Digestion, 
Postherpetic Neuralgia, Postpartum Support, 
Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS), Pregnancy (Nausea), 
Pregnancy Support, Prostate Health, Prostatic Hyperplasia, 
Psoraisis, Pulmonary Disease (COPD), & Pyorrhea. 

Q 

Quinsy 

R 

Raynaud's Disease, Renal Calculi, Respiratory System (COPD), 
Restless Legs Syndrome, Retinopathy, Rheumatic Fever, 
Rheumatism, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Rickets, & Ringing Ears. 
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S 

Sea Sickness, Senile Dementia (Alzheimer's), 
Sensitivities and Allergies, Shingles,  Shock, Sinusitis, 
Skin Problems, SLE (Systemic Lupus Erythematosus), 
Sleeplessness, Snake Bites, Sore Throat, Sour Stomach, 
Spasms, Spastic Colon, Sperm Motility, Sports Supplements, 
Sprains, Stiff Neck, Stomach Ulcer, Stomach/Upset, Strains, 
Stroke, Sty, Syphilius, & Systemic Lupus Erythematosus. 

T 

Teeth (Periodontal Disease), Thrush, Thyroid (Low), 
Tinnitus, Tonsillitis, Travel Nausea, Triglycerides (High), 
Throat (General), Tuberculosis, Tumor , & Typhoid. 

U 

Ulcer (Gastric/Duodenal), Ulcer (Mouth), Ulcerative Colitis (UC), 
Upper Respiratory Infection, Urinary Calculi, 
Urinary Tract Infection (UTI), Urolithiasis, & Uterus. 

V 

Vaginitis, Varicose Veins, Venous, Insufficiency (Chronic), 
Vertigo, & Vomiting. 

W 

 
Warts and Moles, Water Retention, Weight Loss, 
Whooping Cough, Wilson's Disease, Wind, & Worms. 

Y 

Yeast Infection, Yellow Fever, & Yellow Nail Syndrome. 
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9. 
News letters 

 
Besides Dr. John R. Christopher’s books, videos, cassettes, he also wrote 
news letters, which in my opinion is some of his best works. 
 
           1-1   DOES YOUR COLON FEED OR POISON YOU? 
  1-2 THE BLOOD STREAM:  "RIVER OF LIFE" 
  1-3 THE TEN MOST IMPORTANT HERBS 
  1-4 THE DAIRY KING 
  1-5 LET NOT YOUR HEART BE TROUBLED 
  1-6 PANCREAS PANACEA 
  1-7 WOMEN'S NEW LEASE ON LIFE 
  1-8 BONE, FLESH AND CARTILAGE 
  1-9 INFECTION -- THE KILLER 
  1-10 WHY DISTILLED WATER 
  1-11 HOW IMPORTANT IS CALCIUM? 
  1-12 CAYENNE 
  2-1 AFRAID OF FRAYED NERVES? 
  2-2 CELL DETERIORATION 
  2-3 ADRENALS 
  2-4 CHOCOLATE--AMERICA'S FOREMOST ADDICTION 
  2-5 THE RH FACTOR 
  2-6 MEATFREAKS  (or HANGING ON THE MEAT 
   HOOK) 
  2-7 "SUNDAE MOURNING"--A  SHORT TREATISE ON 
   ICE CREAM 
  2-8 HOW EFFICIENT IS OUR EYE-SIGHT? 
  2-9 GARLIC: MAN'S BEST FRIEND IN  A TOXIC 
   WORLD 
  2-10 OAKBARK 
  2-11 A Continuation of the Nerves Newsletter - 
   "NERVOUS IN THE SERVICE" 
  2-12 ALFALFA -- THE FODDER OF ALL FOODS 
  3-1 "HERBAL FIRST AID" Part I 
  3-2 "HERBAL FIRST AID" Part 11 
  3-3 LICORICE -- THE LEGENDARY HERB 
  3-4 CHAPARRAL---THE GOVERNOR'S HERB 
  3-5 THE IMPORTANCE OF FRESH JUICES 
  3-6 MEN'S DISEASES - Part I 
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  3-7 HERBS IN PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH - 
   PART 1 
  3-8 HERBS IN PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH - 
   PART  2   MISCELLANEOUS HERBS 
  3-9 THE BREATH OF LIFE 
  3-10 MEN'S DISEASES--PART 11 
  3-11 ARTHRITIS, A NEEDLESS  CRIPPLER 
  3-12 BACK TO NATURE 
  4-1 COLDS, FLU, AND RELATED NUISANCE 
  4-2 NEEDLESS SURGERY 
  4-3 CURATIVE COMFREY 
  4-4 MEMOIRS OF DR. JOHN R. CHRISTOPHER 
   MASTER HERBALIST 
  4-5 PAIN PALLIATIVES 
  4-6 NOW HEAR THIS 
  4-7 TEN HONORABLE HERBS 
  4-8 HERBAL DIGESTIVE AIDS 
  4-9 ORIENTAL HERBS:  THE WISDOM OF THE EAST 
   FOR WESTERNERS 
  4-10 EUROPEAN HERBS A HERITAGE OF HERBAL 
   LORE 
  4-11 AMERICAN INDIAN HERBS 
  4-12 OUR HEALING VEGETABLES AND SEASONINGS 
  5-1 "LET'S MAKE OUR FOODS BE OUR MEDICINE 
   AND OUR MEDICINES BE OUR FOOD" 
  5-2 HISTORICAL BOTANICALS PART I 
  5-3 HISTORICAL BOTANICALS PART II 
  5-4 BARBERRY Berberis vulgaris 
  5-5 BARBERRY Myrica cerifera 
  5-6 BLACK COHOSH  Cimicifuga racemosa 
  5-7 BLACK WALNUT  Juglans Nigra 
  5-8 BLESSED THISTLE  Cnicus Benedictus 
   (Gaertner) 
  5-9 BLUE COHOSH  Caulophyllum thalictroides 
   Berberidaceae 
  5-10 BLUE VERVAIN  Verbena Hastata Verbenaceae 
  5-11 BUCKTHORN  Rhamnus frangula Rhamnaceae 
  5-12 BURDOCK  Arctium lappa Compositae 
  6-1 CASCARA SAGRADA 
  6-2 CATNIP  Nepeta cataria Labiatae 
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  6-3 CAYENNE  Capsicum Annuum Solanaceae 
  6-4 CEDAR  Juniperus monosperma Cupressaceae 
  6-5 CHICKWEED  Stellaria media Caryophyllaceae 
  6-6 CLOVES  Eugenia caryophyllata Myrtaceae 
  6-7 CRAMPBARK  Viburnum opulus Caprifoliaceae 
  6-8 EYEBRIGHT  Euphrasia officinalis 
   Scrophulariaceae 
  6-9,10 LOBELIA  Lobelia inflata Lobeliaceae 
  6-11 DANDELION  Taraxacum officinale or 
   Leontodon taraxacum Compositae 
  6-12 ECHINACEA  Echinacea, various species 
   Compositae 
  7-1 FENNEL  Foeniculum vulgare Umbelliferae 
  7-2 FLAXSEED  Linum usitatissimum Linaceae 
   HERB OF ANCIENT EXCELLENCE 

7-3 GINGER  Zingiber officinale Zingiberaceae 
 
 
The goal of The School of Self-Applied Prevention is education!  As stated 
in Step 1, you need to read, experiment and apply.  This is an endless 
approach to Living Well and Long. 
 
I also have written many informational newsletters on a wide variety of 
subjects, anything from hair, memory, iron, potassium, chem trails and much 
more.  The internet has so many health related news articles that I doubt 
anyone could attempt to read them all.  I would trust anything written prior 
to 1950 the best and always experiment and prove to yourself what is good 
and what is not and make up your own methods that best suite you. 
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                  Some of Dr. Christopher’s famous herbal formulas 10. 
 

We can make just about anything herbal!  Dr. John R. Christopher perfected 
many herbal formulas over his life time and noted that they only work as 
instructed when the mucusless diet is followed.  We can make these 
formulas as close to original as anyone can today.  A few herbs may be hard 
to obtain, but most are available if we don’t grow them or have them in the 
woods.  We normally can make a formula in cut/tea form, powder, syrup, or 
tincture.  A few we have made into capsules, but normally we do not, if an 
herb is off the market, the encapsulating company will not allow its use.  
When we do encapsulate we use only vege caps, as Dr. Christopher did. I 
did not include the herbs in each formula to save space. 
 
1.  Lower Bowel Balance Formula: 
 
As there are no two people alike in age, size, of physical construction (and 
the bowel itself will differ in persons as much as the finger prints), most 
cases will START with two  capsules three times a day, and then regulate 
the dosage from there.  If the stool seems too loose, then cut down; but if it 
is difficult to get a bowel movement and the stool is hard and takes a long 
time, then increase the amount until the movements become soft and well-
formed (and here, in very difficult cases, you could take even up to 40 of 
these capsules a day, for these herbs are only FOOD and can do no damage 
to you).  Then after the hard material has broken loose and is eliminating, it 
will gradually decrease (these are hard incrustations of fecal matter that have 
been "stored" in the bowel for many years that are breaking loose and 
soaking up intestinal liquids); but do not taper off the lower bowel tonic 
dosage so much at this point that you lose this advantageous momentum and 
continuity of elimination.  In most cases, the improper diet has caused the 
peristaltic muscles of most people to quit working, and it will take six to 
nine months with the aid of the lower bowel tonics for the average individual 
to clean out the fecal matter and to rebuild the bowel structure sufficiently to 
have the peristaltic muscles work entirely on their own. 
 
Most people have pounds of old dried fecal matter that is stored in the colon 
which is toxifying the system and keeping the food from being assimilated--
and because of this putrefied condition, most people engorge themselves 
with many times more than the actual body requirements.  In the process 
they wear out their bodies in trying to get sufficient food value and are still 
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always hungry and eating; whereas, after the bowel is cleaned, the food is 
readily assimilated and a person can sustain himself on about one-third the 
quantity of his current food consumption at some four or five times more 
power, vitality and life.  Herein the clean body is able to normally assimilate 
the simple food values through the cell structures in the colon, instead of it 
being trapped in a maze of waste, and inhibited by the hard fecal casing on 
the intestinal wall, wherein the largest part of the nutritional substance 
become pushed on and eliminated before it can do any good.  When the 
body is completely clean, these aids will no longer be necessary--then your 
food will be your medicine and your medicine will be your food.  As long as 
you stay on the program properly, this should only be used when needed 
after the bowel is once cleaned. 
 
2.  Blood Purifying Formula.  
 
 The blood stream is life itself and it is our job to keep it clean and pure so 
that we can have a good circulatory system for delivering food to the body 
properly and, in addition, to carry off the waste materials. 
 
After years of using this blood purifying formula, we discovered it to be the 
same type formula as used by Hoxey for years. 
 
A good blood purifier in teamwork with a bowel cleansing and rebuilding 
formula makes a wonderful combination.  These two, with a good mucusless 
diet, can renew the body and add years to a healthy life. 
 
This herbal blood rebuilder is made up of herbs that are cleansers, but also 
herbs that give astringency, others aid in removing cholesterol, kill infection, 
or build elasticity in the veins and to strengthen the vein and artery walls 
 
Use a cup of this tea, three times a day, six days a week and week after week 
until the blood stream is flowing as it should to bring health and give one 
more pep and energy. 
 
3. Formula for Liver-Gall Bladder Malfunction 
 
To speed up the blood purifying process, it is good to have a good clean 
liver and gall bladder area.  When the liver does not function properly, the 
bile does not excrete freely into the intestinal tract, and so it passes off into 
the blood stream and throughout the rest of the system, causing a toxic 
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condition called cholemia, causing indigestion, sluggishness, fatigue, 
constipation, upset stomach, chills, vomiting and fever.  Why wait until it 
gets to this condition?   
 
Suggested Dose: 1/3 cup 15 to 20 minutes before a meal. 
  
4. Kidney Malfunction 
 
Approximately 80% of the body is liquid, and much of this field must be 
pumped filtered, etc., etc., through the urinary system of the individual.  We 
do not take the best of care of this delicate tract, but through it go lots of 
irritating and clogging-type materials, i.e., tea, coffee, soft drinks, hard 
water, alcohol, etc. 
 
Over the years we have used a formula of herbs with people who have been 
afraid to be out in public, because of a lack of control over the urinary tract 
and unknowingly void urine.  After using this formula, many people have 
found relief from this condition and are living normal lives again. 
 
Suggested use is a cup morning and evening. 
 
5.  Bedwetting Formula 
 
For more severe cases of incontinence, enuresis (bedwetting, etc.), a formula 
we have used a long time. This formula is a specific for controlling or 
overcoming bedwetting and to strengthen the entire urethral canal, kidneys, 
bladder, etc. 
 
Recommended dosage two #0 capsules three times a day with a cup of 
parsley tea.  Upon retiring at night fasten about a six- or eight-inch ball of 
yarn or string or cloth onto night clothes in the middle of the back.  This is 
for the purpose of preventing the individual from lying on the back, as this is 
generally the time the valves release to void urine. 
 
6.  Formula for the Heart 
 
The heart is our life pump, and when it is not properly fed (with wholesome 
foods) it suffers malfunction (weakness and heart attacks) causing the heart 
failure condition that is one of the world's greatest killers.  The mucusless 
diet used over a period of time can rebuild a heart to a good strong 
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condition, but if the heart, its valves, and other working parts are in a 
weakened condition and need quick help we use a great "heart food or tonic" 
to assist it back to health.  This food is the hawthorne berry (Crataegus 
oxycantha, Linn.).  We refer back to Potter's Cyclopaedia of Botanical Drugs 
and Preparations, one of the old herbals out of England (published by Potter 
and Clarke, Ltd., 60 Artillery Lane, London), and it lists hawthorne as 
"cardiac" tonic.  This drug is claimed to be a "curative remedy for organic 
and functional heart disorders such as dyspnea, rapid and feeble heart action, 
hypertrophy, valvular insufficiency sufficiency, and heart oppression." 
 
Recommended dosage is 1/2 teaspoon three times in a day. 
 
In an emergency heart attack, a teaspoon of cayenne in a cup of hot water 
and taken quickly has saved many people's lives. 
 
7.  Aid for Pancreas and other affiliated glands 
 
Aid for Pancreas and other affiliated glands that through malfunction cause 
high or low blood sugar (namely diabetes or hypoglycemia).  This 
combination has assisted many that have had hypoglycemia after six months 
or more of using 2 or 3 capsules or tablets three times in a day, six days a 
week.  (All herbal aids give faster results in six days a week instead of 
seven, using the same day of the week of each week.) They have had a 
glucose tolerance test with a clean bill of health on the pancreas area.  Many 
reports came in about heavy insulin users who continue using the insulin but 
by watching the litmus paper or other types of diabetic checking have 
gradually tapered down on the insulin; and many, within a year of using two 
to three or more three times a day, six days a week of the pancreas formula 
tablets or capsules, have found complete relief.  Of course, the closer a 
person stays on the mucusless diet and eliminates from the diet the unnatural 
sugars, soft drinks, candies, pastries, bread, etc., the quicker the results.   
 
8.  Calcium Formula 
 
A wonderful natural calcium. As explained in the book Biological 
Transmutations, the silica in horsetail grass converts to calcium, and the 
other herbs work in close conjunction with this master calcium herb.  We 
need calcium for nerve sheath, vein and artery walls, bone, teeth, etc.  This 
combination is all pure herbs.  It is also used for cramps, "Charlie horses," 
and for all calcium needs in the body. 
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Children with crowded, crooked teeth who later must have the wisdom teeth 
pulled because of a too-narrow jaw are lacking calcium in the body.  The 
pregnant woman should increase her natural calcium intake now for two 
people, so as to build for the child a good wide jaw and tooth material.  
Sugars, pastries, soft and alcoholic beverages, breads, candies, etc., leach the 
calcium out of the body, causing varicose veins, cramps, Charlie horses, loss 
of teeth, nervous upsets, etc 
. 
9.  Formula for Allergies, Sinus, Hayfever 
 
This is an aid for clearing up these malfunctions, a "natural and herbal help" 
working as a decongestant and natural antihistamine to dry up the sinuses 
and expel from the head and broncho-pulmonary tubes and passages the 
offending stoppage and mucus.   
 
To speed up this cleansing procedure, use the following combination in 
addition to the above: blend fresh, chopped-up horseradish roots mixed with 
apple cider vinegar into a thick pulp and chew thoroughly before 
swallowing.  Take 1/3 teaspoon three times in a day.  Each three days 
increase this amount from 1/3 teaspoon up to 1 teaspoon, increasing the 
amount 1/3 teaspoon each three days. 
 
 
10. Blood Circulation Combination 
 
This formula is given to assist blood purifying teas to work more efficiently 
and to also aid the clearing up of allergies, etc.  This group of herbs feeds 
cayenne (a stimulant) and ginger (stimulant) into the circulatory system 
where the cayenne works from the bloodstream to the heart and arteries, out 
into the veins.  The other herbs in the formula assist these two herbs and 
work together to equalize the blood pressure (whether high or low) and to 
bring it to a good systolic over the diastolic reading.  Blood flow is life itself.   
 
11.  Anti-Obese Herbal Food Combination 
 
Combine this anti-obese aid with the mucusless diet and you have a winner.  
This is not a crash program of fast loss of weight, but graduated and accurate 
loss without robbing the body of the needed nutrients like so many fad diets 
do.  This acts as a blood purifier, aids kidneys in relieving excess fluids, 
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feeds the body for relief from nervous tension generally caused by diets, 
appeases the appetite, feeds the thyroid and other malfunctioning glands and 
thus gains a healthier state for holding weight control.  Take 2 or 3 capsules  
morning and night with a cup of chickweed tea.   
 
12.  Formula for Malfunctioning Glands 
 
Through the accumulation of toxic waste in the body from improper diet, 
poor blood stream and sluggish circulation of the blood system the glands 
become congested and infected, and swell up to cause much pain and 
misery.  (There are glands that swell on the neck, breast, groin, under arm 
pits, etc.) Make a tea and use as a fomentation over swollen or 
malfunctioning glands.  Leave on all night (covering fomentation with 
plastic), six days a week until relief is obtained.  Use a fresh fomentation as 
warm as possible each night. 
 
This can be used as an aid to relieve mastitis, thyroid malfunction, etc., etc.  
In addition to the external fomentation, also drink a cup of this tea two or 
three times in a day.  
 
13. Nerve Herbal Food Combination 
 
Here is a formula we have used with great success for well over thirty years.  
It is used for relieving nervous tension and insomnia; it is mildly stimulating 
and yet lessens the irritability and excitement of the nervous system and also 
lessens or reduces pain.  This formula contains herbs that feed and revitalize 
the motor nerve at the base of the skull (medulla area and upper cervicals), 
and also herbs that help rebuild or feed the spinal cord.  This group of herbs 
will also rebuild the frayed nerve sheath, the nerve itself, and its capillaries.  
These herbs in this combination are food for your valuable--and in many 
cases, shattered—nerves. The suggested amount for an adult's use would be 
1 to 3 cups of the tea. 
 
14.  Hearing Loss and Earache Formula 
 
When this procedure is used as explained here, it can be an aid in assisting 
an improvement of poor equilibrium, failure of hearing, aiding the motor 
nerve, etc.  With an eye dropper insert into each ear at night four to six drops 
of oil of garlic and four to six drops, plugging ears overnight with cotton, six 
days a week, four to six months, or as needed.  On the seventh day, flush 
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ears with a small ear syringe using warm apple cider vinegar and distilled 
water half and half. 
 
15.  Formula for Lungs and Respiratory Tract 
 
This combination of herbs in tea form or the powder in capsules  is an aid to 
relieve irritation in the respiratory tract, lungs and bronchials.  This is an aid 
in emphysema as well as other bronchial and lung congestions such as 
bronchitis, asthma, tuberculosis, etc.  This formula is extremely valuable in 
strengthening and healing the entire respiratory tract.  It promotes the 
discharge of mucus secretions from the broncho pulmonary passages.  
Suggested amount for an adult is a cup two or three times a day, or 2 or 3 
capsules two or three times a day with a cup of comfrey tea.  For additional 
help in the program, it is good to add three to six drops of tincture of lobelia 
to each cup of tea.   
 
16.   Formula for Colds and Infections 
 
An aid to assist in relieving colds, etc., or wherever garlic is needed to help 
stop infection!  The adult amount can vary from 1 to 6 or more cups a day or 
2 or more capsules six or more times per day taken with a cup of steam-
distilled water. 
 
17.  Herbal Tooth Powder 
 
This formula is used to help strengthen the gums (bleeding and pyorrhea-
type infections of the gums), and assist in tightening loose teeth.  This type 
tooth powder will brighten the teeth's luster and make for a healthier mouth.  
For severe cases place this powder combination between the lips and gums 
(up and lower) around entire tooth area and leave on all night, six nights a 
week (as well as brushing regularly) until improvement is evident.  Then 
continue on with regular tooth brushing with this herbal food combination. 
 
18.  Herbal Composition Powder 
 
As Dr. Nowell, our instructor at the Dominion Herbal College, Let. of 
Vancouver, British Columbia, gave in our textbook, quote: 
 
"We have made and used composition powder for over forty years.  When 
we state we regularly mixed it in batches of sixty pounds the student will 
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readily see that we have had at least some experience with it.  As a remedy 
in colds, beginning of fevers, flu, hoarseness, sluggish circulation, colic, 
cramps, etc.  We believe it has done more good than any other single 
preparation ever known to man. 
 
"If this compound were kept in every home, and used as the occasion arose, 
there would be far less sickness.  Give it freely in your practice and your 
patient will bless you.  Look over the ingredients, and consider how it will 
clear canker, ease cramps and pains in the stomach and bowels, raise the 
heat of the body equalizing the circulation, and remove congestions.  It is 
safe.  It is effective.  We have on numberless occasions given a cup of 
composition tea every hour as warm as the patient could drink it, until the 
patient has perspired freely, and after four or five doses have seen our 
patient in a free perspiration, thereby removing colds and febrile trouble." 
 
19. Herbal Eyewash Combination 
 
This formula is excellent for brightening and healing the eyes, and it is 
known to remove the cataracts and heavy film from the eyes: Make this into 
tea form and put into a glass eye cup.  There will be a slight burning 
sensation when using the cayenne in the eye at first, but there is nothing to 
be concerned about.  Tip head back and apply the eye cup to eye.  Exercise 
eye while doing this as though you were swimming under water.  Do this 
three to six times a day.  Drink 1/2 cup a.m. and p.m. 
 
20. Herbal Aid for Female Reproductive Organs 
 
This is an amazing combination of herbs to aid in rebuilding a 
malfunctioning reproductive system (uterus, ovaries, fallopian tubes, etc.).  
Over the years herbalists and patients have seen painful menstruations, 
heavy flowing, cramps, irregularity, etc., that have been helped and the 
patient now has a painless menstrual period, good menstrual timing, and a 
new outlook on life by using these aids to readjust the malfunctioning areas.   
 
Recommended dosage is 1 cup or 2 capsules morning and evening or three 
times a day if desired, six days a week for as long as required to get results 
desired.  We have seen many severe cases who have had many years of 
suffering cleared up in 90 to 120 days.  Some get relief sooner, some take 
longer--no two cases are alike.  This is a food to rebuild the malfunctioning 
organs. 
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21.   An Aid for the Prostate Area 
 
In case of malfunction we suggest this combination to assist the male. This 
will dissolve the stones that are in the kidneys, as well as clean out other 
sedimentation and infection in the prostate.   
 
22. Change of Life Hormone Herbal Combination 
 
These are natural herbal foods that are needed by both men and women at all 
ages.  Being "natural" herbs, the human body can accept, assimilate and use 
those materials that are needed to produce estrogens and other hormones 
naturally.  This formula will assist in rebuilding the weak malfunctioning 
areas and help keep the organs healthy so they can supply the proper 
amounts of hormones and estrogens themselves.  Herbs are a natural food, 
so they do not have "side effects" and "after effects" as are so evident in 
man-made and synthetic drugs.   
 
23. Vaginal or Rectal Herbal Bolus  
 
Here is another excellent aid for the woman (or rectal bolus for the man) 
who have problems in the reproductive areas.  Boluses are made with 
healing herbs that (1) draw out the toxins and poisons, (2) aid (with herbal 
foods) in making the malfunctioning area healthy, so that cysts, tumors, and 
cancerous conditions will not have waste material to survive on or live in, 
because they are all scavengers.  Herbalists have found that they will release 
and will be dispersed.  Herbalists have found that some will come out 
through the orifices and others disperse into the blood stream and will be 
eliminated if the program is followed faithfully.  (3) The bolus spreads its 
herbal influences widely from the vagina or bowel through the entire urinary 
and genital organs.  These herbs are all in powder form.  Coconut butter 
should be melted down so that it will mix well with the herb powder.  Mix a 
small quantity of this powder, and wet to pie dough consistency with 
coconut butter (which can be purchased from the drug store, health food 
store, or herb shop).  Next, roll this mass between hands until you have a 
pencil-like bolus approximately the size of the middle finger and about inch-
long pieces.  Harden in a refrigerator.  Then these are to be inserted into the 
vagina much the same as suppositories would be.  It will be necessary to 
wear a sanitary napkin in order to hold the bolus up in the vagina (or 
rectum). 
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Insert upon retiring and leave in all night, six nights a week.  The coconut 
butter melts at body temperature, leaving only the herbs, and these are easy 
to douche out.  The following morning use the: 
 
24.  Slant Board Combination 
 
As an aid in prolapsed uterus, bowel, or other organs, to assist in giving 
relief, make concentrated tea (simmer down to half its amount) and inject 
with a syringe (while head down on slant board) into vagina, 1/4 to 1/2 cup 
or more; or rectum, 1 cup or more; for prolapsus or hemorrhoid problems 
and leave in as long as is possible before voiding.  Dose suggested is 1/4 to 1 
cup, one or more times in a day, and drink 1/4 cup in 3/4 cup of distilled 
water three times a day.  When the tea is injected into the abdominal area 
and while on the slant board, knead and massage the pelvic and abdominal 
area to exercise the muscles, so the herbal tea (food) will be assimilated into 
the organs. 
 
25.  Anti-Miscarriage Formula 
 
The anti-miscarriage formula, unless otherwise specified, teas are always 
made with 1 teaspoon of herbs to a cup of distilled water if obtainable.  If 
hemorrhaging starts during pregnancy, stay in bed, use a bed pan when 
needed, and use 1/2 cup of this tea each 1/2 hour until bleeding stops, then 
each waking hour for one day, while in bed as much as possible, and then 
three times in a day for three weeks.  If bleeding continues instead of 
decreasing, see a doctor. 
 
26.  Pre-Natal Formula 
 
Using this tea morning and evening is an aid in giving elasticity to the pelvic 
and vaginal area and strengthening the reproductive organs for easier 
delivery.  Should be used only in the last six weeks before time of birth.   
 
27.  Bone, Flesh and Cartilage 
 
This is an aid for malfunction in bone, flesh, sinews, etc.  Make a tea, 
simmer 30 minutes, strain and then simmer the liquid down to 1/2 its volume 
and add 1/4 vegetable glycerine (if desired).  Example: one gallon of tea 
simmered (not boiled) down to two quarts and add one pint of glycerine. 
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Soak flannel, cotton, or any white material other than synthetics--never use 
synthetics.  Wrap the fomentation (soaked cloth) around the malfunctioning 
area and cover with plastic to keep it from drying out.  Leave on all night six 
nights a week, week after week, until relief appears. 
 
Severe cases: Drink 1/4 cup of finished concentrated tea with 3/4 cup of 
distilled water three times in a day. 
 
28.  Hair Conditioner and Procedure 
 
Each day, as an aid resulting in hair growth, for two days massage scalp 
deeply with warm castor oil, apply hot wet toweling over head 30 minutes or 
more.  Leave oil on all night.  Next morning wash hair with Packer's tar soap 
or a good biodegradable soap and rinse.  Repeat second wash, rinse with tea. 
Do not rinse again but leave tea in hair and scalp (massage in well).  The 
next two nights use same procedure but use olive oil, and the next two nights 
use wheat germ oil.  Rest one night and repeat six days a week as needed.  
Use shoulder stands.  Drink 1 or 2 tablespoons of wheat germ oil morning 
and night, and also drink 1/4 cup of this tea made with distilled water, two 
times a day. 
 
29.   Formula as an Aid in Arthritis-Rheumatism 
 
Here is a combination of herbs that detoxify; act as a solvent for the 
accepted but not assimilated calcium deposits; herbs that relieve pain, herbs 
rich in new acceptable organic calcium that can be assimilated and useful; 
herbs that kill fungus and infection and that have the ability to give 
wonderful relief.  This relief is not immediate because here is a long 
rebuilding job--gradual relief can come, and full healing, if the program is 
followed faithfully: a cup two or three times a day.  Use as a hot fomentation 
over extremely painful or crippled areas (in addition to this formula), 
formula No. 27 called Bone, Flesh, and Cartilage.  Also drink 1 or 2 quarts 
of kidney bean pod tea daily.  In addition for relief, an external application 
of formula No. 43 is recommended.  Even though one uses these aids yet 
continues on with improper diet, one may get some help but not as much as 
going all the way.  Remember the teachings for years have been--"No 
healing in this condition."  We are giving you hope if you will follow 
through with these formulas and the mucusless diet. 
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30.  Infection Formula 
 
This formula can be made up in tea form, or as tincture, syrup, or ointment, 
as can most of our formulas.  This wonderful formula kills infection, clears 
toxins from the lymph system, and is a natural infection fighter. 
 
31.  Kelp Combination 
 
This is a thyroid and assisting glandular aid.  This herbal group assists in 
controlling metabolism and gives herbal feeding to the thyroid glands to do 
their job more efficiently.  This is a very fine glandular aid.   
 
32.  Antispasmodic Tincture 
 
To be used in cases of convulsions, fainting, cramps, delirium tremors, 
hysteria, etc., also good for pyorrhea, mouth sores, coughs, throat infections, 
tonsillitis, etc.  Dose 1/2 to 1 teaspoon to glass of steam distilled water as a 
gargle and use until throat clears, also take 1 teaspoon in steam-distilled 
water morning and evening. 
 
33.  Black Cohosh Tincture Combination 
 
This is used to aid in nervous conditions, sore throat, hiccups, and aid to 
restoring malfunctioning motor nerves and assisting in adjusting poor 
equilibrium and hearing, and a great blessing to epileptics.  Massage into the 
medulla (base of skull), and upper cervicals, follow instructions in No. 14 
formula, and take six to ten drops in a little water or juice two or three times 
a day. 
 
34.  Formula for Relief to Minor Pain 
 
It is to be taken orally or massaged externally as relief of minor pain.  It is a 
natural sedative, quiet and soothing to the nerves. 
 
35.  Asthma Formula 
 
An excellent asthma syrup.  Can be used for sore throats and mucus.  
Excellent for fighting toxins.  Recommended use--a teaspoon or more, as 
required, as often as needed. 
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36.  Dr. Christopher's Cough Syrup 
 
A fine old fashioned combination for coughs.  Recommended use--a 
teaspoon or more as required, as often as needed. 
 
37.  Dr. Christopher's Black Ointment 
 
An excellent drawing ointment.  For use externally on old ulcers, tumors, 
boils, warts, skin cancers, hemorrhoids; excellent for burns and as a healing 
agent.  Use as desired. 
 
38.  Healing Ointment 
 
This is an antiseptic to be used on lesions, eczema (dry), poison ivy, soothes 
inflamed surfaces, abrasions, burns, hemorrhoids, for bruises and swellings.  
Use whenever needed.  Good to have on hand at all times. 
 
39.  Chickweed Ointment 
 
Excellent for eczema and/or other skin infections, sores, burning, itchy skin 
or genitals, swollen testes, acne, hives, also for ulceration of mouth and 
throat.  This is a wonderful healing ointment. 
 
40.  Nose Ointment 
 
Use when nose is congested, dry, sensitive or chapped. 
 
41.  Catnip and Fennel Tincture 
 
A blessing for infants.  A fine combination for colic, biliousness, flatulence, 
spasms, etc.  Use a few drops, or as much as needed, when desired. 
 
42.  Black Walnut Tincture 
 
This is one of the best known remedies for fungus.  Use as a fomentation or 
apply frequently. 
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43.  Antiseptic Tincture 
 
This tincture is good for infection, both externally or internally; has also 
been used successfully for pyorrhea.   
 
44. Heavy Mineral Formula 
 
This is the herbal combination for combating pollution, both external and 
internal.  It helps draw out minerals, drugs, and other pollutants trapped in 
our systems.  The dosage is take two  capsules daily in conjunction with six 
chaparral capsules; this should be done three times a day.  Also, every other 
day bathe in 1 to 3 pounds of Epsom salts in a tub of hot water.  The bathing 
routine should continue for three weeks then rest a week, but continue taking 
the herbs. 
 
45.  Adrenals Formula 
 
As this formula corrects any imbalance in the adrenal gland it also 
compensates for any stress placed on the heart. 
 
 
46. Colitis Formula 
 
This formula is for the relief of colitis, and should be used in conjunction 
with the lower bowel formula and the mucusless diet. 
 
47. Ulcer Formula 
 
This formula is designed to soothe the discomforts caused from stomach 
ulcers.  It should be taken with hops or camomile tea.  Please note, to cure an 
ulcer, take 3 teaspoons of cayenne pepper per day.  This cayenne may be 
mixed in water or tomato juice.  It is recommended that you start with only 
1/8 teaspoon three times a day, and then gradually work up to the 1 teaspoon 
three times a day. 
 
48.  Anti-Gas Formula 
 
This formula was designed to relieve flatulence. 
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49.  Bone, Flesh and Cartilage Ointment 
 
It is made into an ointment using an olive oil and beeswax base. 
 
50.  Cold Sore Relief 
 
Cold Sore Relief was designed to attack the indicated virus where it lies 
dormant in the spine.   
 
51.  Migraine Formula #1 
 
A calming pain relieving extract.  
 
52.  Migraine Formula #2 
 
A pain relieving and corrective formula which supplies necessary trace 
minerals. 
 
Dr. Christopher had many formulas, these are some of his more popular 
ones.  David Christopher has made many additional formulas as well, his 
Kid-E-Line and Vitalerb formulas being my 2 favorites.  Herbal books are 
full of formulas and we can make a close copy or hopefully even make a 
better version.   
 
We do not stock all of the above formulas.  Depending on the formula I 
would make it most likely syrup/tincture combination, powder, or tincture 
form.  A few we do make in capsules.  Depending on which way you 
wanted, it could take a little over 1 month to make certain formulas. 
 
I have my favorite formulas just like Dr. Clark, Dr. Christopher, and many 
other well known herbalist and doctors have.  I normally stock my favorites 
and will make anything we can. 
 
In the next section I will list some of my favorite formulas. 
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11. 
“Some” of My Favorite Formulas 

 
The Lower Bowel Balance and De-wormer are by far our 2 best selling 
products.  I take the Hormone Balance capsules daily, as well as the 
Kidney Cleanse formula.  I take and have worked for many years on 
perfecting my Longevity 3 part formula and I modify it a little each time I 
make it, I don’t know if I will ever completely perfect it.   
 
In capsules my wife takes the Vitalerb/Olive Leaf Combination faithfully.  
She also takes extra Calcium Balance as well some of the above mentioned 
herbs. 
 
We make our version the Christopher Kid-e-line of herbs for our children 
and believe highly in the Anti-Plague as the children’s heal all. We use 
Skinners Salve when needed at nighttime. I give our children herbs 
basically the same way as I would take, but I do not recommend anyone else 
doing this, I make the herbs and I know my children and what to expect 
when large or strong doses are given.  We also strongly believe in the 
long/hot nightly bath. 
 
Most of what I make will be based on the Dr. John R. Christopher methods.  
Christopher’s has changed their name and many of their formulas and we 
may still be able to get their direct products from time to time for those that 
want the commercial product. 
 
 

LONGEVITY KIT  
 
This has been my pet project for years! I have changed the formulas and the 
names yearly. I have settled on the names: Longevity - A.M, Daytime, & 
P.M. 
 
The A.M. is taken upon rising, it is made ¼ of the 8 herb de-worming 
formula, ¼ Kidney Cleanse type herbs, ¼ Heavy Metal removing type herbs, 
and ¼ Christopher’s Hormone Balance type herbs.  It is my all purpose 
formula. 
 
The Daytime is a mixture of well over 100+ herbal liquids made from fresh 
picked herbs in their season, many different concentrated plant and tree 
minerals, natural land and ocean mineral salts, etc.  The idea being that 
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hopefully whatever Natural chemical the liver may need may be supplied 
within these herbs and minerals.  It is what is called a “Shot Gun” mix of 
herbs.  I designed it to enable me to stay alkaline. 
 
The P.M. is a mixture of plant oils.  Most all plants have water-soluble and 
oil nutrients that when concentrated become syrups that are sometimes very 
sweet or the oils thicken. Some plants are higher in oils.  The main purpose 
of this formula is to obtain Phosphorus.  
 
Suggested dosage of all 3 formulas is approx. 1 tablespoon daily. The P.M. 
can be taken @ bedtime, the A.M. upon rising out of bed and the Daytime 
spread out 1tsp. per dose, with each meal or just 1 tablespoon during the day 
sometime.  
 
I prefer to just drink from the bottle and see to it that all 3 bottles go down at 
the same rate.  It really doesn’t matter too much when you consume these 
Nutrients, the idea is to only give the liver plenty to choose from. 
 
The use of pH paper can be of great aid in using this product. 
 

Air Restore 
 

I have many what I call, advanced experimentation herbal formulas.  This 
one enables the lungs to spit up a glob of mucus.  This can be every day, 
anytime of the day, you never know when a glob is coming up.  The dose is 
1 dropper daily in the morning.  Larger doses are used only by those that 
understand powerful herbs. 
 

Strength / Mind 
 

This another extremely advanced formula.  The dose can be from a few 
drops, to a dropper as needed.  Taken only in the morning hours or in severe 
cases, as needed.  Not recommended for anyone under the age of 40. 
 

Garlic Combination 
 

For over 100 years, all scientific studies have declared garlic to obtain every 
known vitamin with the exception of Vitamin D.  I consider all synthetic 
vitamins poisons.  The only true vitamins may be only obtainable when 
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eating a fresh picked food within 7 minutes of picking it. Actually the food 
starts to die the second it is disconnected from the mother plant and 
connection to the earth and in reality there may actually be no such thing as 
“VITAMINS” as most people are lead to believe. That the action may be a 
reaction to a mineral in the food product.  At any point, garlic is KING. 
 
Many people will not consume real garlic because of the smell.  The truth is, 
the odor smelled is the human waste being removed by the power the garlic 
gave the liver to do so. Once clean, a person can consume all the fresh garlic 
they wish and smell nothing on the skin or breath the next day.  So garlic 
gets a bad rap for doing such a great service to mankind. 
 
I raise my garlic in ground that had never been farmed or fertilized.  I apply 
a formula to restore the soil, I call “RESTORE”.  This has iodine, selenium, 
and all the minerals as well as herbs to repel the pest. It works very well and 
is my method to grow my foods and make my foods my medicines. 
 
Also I obtained my garlic from a man that raised it organically for the past 
40 years.  I then searched the books for the best formula and came up with 
the Dr. Schook formula that uses herbs to avoid the garlic odors associated 
by the typical person. I naturally added Olive Leaf and Wild Oregano 
Hydrosol, which you will soon learn I add these to everything I make for 
myself. 
 
I feel this is a top product and take pride in it. I made it for my all purpose 
natural Vitamins, if their really is such a thing that can be put into a bottle. 
 
 

Concentrated minerals 
 

This is another formula I have kicked around for years. I was searching for a 
method for my children to supply their bodies with the essential minerals 
needed to build strong bodies. I have settled with this formula. 
 
It is made with concentrated plant and tree syrups hand made by people I 
know and I can see the health in their children. These syrups have not had 
the lime salts filtered out like commercial products would have and lime 
salts are what I was looking for.  
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This product has the best Natural plant and tree minerals/sugars which are 
essential for health.  
 
You must realize “IF” we lived as intended on “REAL RAW HUMAN 
FOODS” picked from the trees and bushes as we ate them, there would be 
no need for the supplements and as a result, much effort is needed and we 
can never duplicate or better Nature. 
 
I like to put the child’s picture on the bottle and that way I can see how 
much each child is consuming, I let them be the judge on how much. I will 
warn you it taste GREAT and you must limit the amount each time, or they 
may crave and take it all. 
 
Naturally this also makes a great adult mineral and sugars product.  I use the 
finest hand produced products I can get and travel many miles to obtain 
them in small portions, but see this as worth it. 
 

Skinners Salve 
 

This is an Amish made product. It has a lot of history behind it. For the most 
part each Amish child has his or her own bottle beside their bed and apply it 
when ever they are sick. 
 
I personally can’t imagine raising a child with out this product.  Applied to 
the feet, chest, back, backs of ears, or just on the shirt under the chin, it does 
wonders for the congested breathing problems associated by raising a child 
up on wrongful foods. 
 
When the mucus clogs the lungs late at night and the child can barely breath, 
this salve once again enables the child and parent to go back to sleep, I have 
no doubt it has enabled us to keep the children from the doctor. 
 
I also have used it for many years. Anytime breathing is not as it should at 
bedtime, I apply just a drop on my neck and sleep well. 
 
I do not like the idea of it being in a Vaseline base, but since it is not used all 
the time, I don’t have a problem with this.  The Vaseline is only a method to 
hold the essential oils. 
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This product has saved us many hours of sleep and made raising children so 
much easier. Nothing strikes fear more than to see your child not being able 
to breath.  Today many adults awake in the middle of the night not being 
able to breath and this product adds a little insurance if used prior to bedtime 
each night until diet is changed to avoid the problem. 
 
Olive Leaf, Olive Leaf/Oregano, Oregano/Safflower, & Pure Oregano, 
etc.  I can many such herbal products, these are just a “few”. 
 
These formulas are used to aid in keeping fungus under control and enhance 
circulation as well as other herbal benefits. 
 
The Olive Leaf is made from fresh Olive Tree Leaves in pure grain alcohol 
tincture and is the strongest formula of Olive Leaf I can make.  I know of no 
one that sells pure fresh Olive Leaf Tincture, please read the Olive Leaf 
Extract book by Dr. Morton Walker to fully understand Olive leaf. 
 
The Olive Leaf/Oregano Hydrosol  gives extra strength to kill fungus and 
molds.  This is the water soluble part of the Wild Oregano plant and can be 
mixed with any water soluble solution such as Olive Leaf tincture.  This has 
a hotter taste. 
 
The Oregano/Safflower oil formula is comparable to Dr. Cass Ingrams 
“Wild Oregano Oil- Super Strength” that sells for $74.96 for 1 ounce!  Very 
Hot! 
 
The Pure Wild Oregano Oil (EXTREMELY HOT-WILL BURN) is 
extremely powerful, so much I do not advise you ever use this on the human 
body unless your experienced.  In clinic use, it is used as 1 drop in a babies 
front lip to cure Whooping cough, but I must warn you, don’t try this at 
home!  This is the most powerful herb I sell.  You should read Dr. Ingrams 
books on Wild Oregano oil to appreciate this fungus killer. 
 
I suggest putting 1-4 drops in the bath water, mix well before getting in.  
This not only enters the lungs, it also stimulates the skin and brings forth 
blood and circulation.  This ½ oz. bottle is the same as buying 6 bottles of 
Dr. Cass’s Super Strength formula.  
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One would do well to learn about Wild Oregano Oil. The word “WILD” is 
misused as there is no wild left, but don’t compare this product to plain 
oregano. 

 
HERBAL “MAXIMUM” RESTORE 

 
In the world of herbs and medicines no one has “THE” cure for diseases and 
never will have.  What they do is search the world for medicines and herbs 
that we can’t easily obtain and give them fancy Latin names to confuse us 
and attempt to make us think they are smarter than we are. 
 
Thousands of products have been used to fleece the pockets of the ill.  Every 
year many new and exotic products are introduced and eventually replace all 
the old products.  The old stand by herbs used for centuries have worked as 
well as any herb can work.  Forget these fools and their exotic herbs, they 
are chasing a dream. 
 
Herbs work by giving the liver nutrients (chemicals) and the liver then 
makes the ingredients the blood uses to regain health.  Some herbs aid the 
body in purging mucus and acids, etc. 
 
There are no great mysteries in health that the doctor and herbalist would 
have you believe.  You will have learned this in the Dr. Hays book. 
 
My ONE herbal product for general ill health is a combination of herbs used 
by Dr. John R. Christopher many years ago. I made his Anti-Plague 
formula, Kide-E-Well Formula, added the herbs I like and made it all the 
way I like and use this along with the Olive leaf and Oregano products to 
get bacteria/viruses/fungus under control keeping in mind to always keep the 
parasites under control with the 8 herb mixture of de-wormer herbs. 
 
Warning, this is a super strong Garlic/herbal formula that kick starts the 
system into action, it is powerful tasting, but not harmful because it is 
natural herbs.   
 

• I personally drink 4 ounces as the first sign of trouble and that is it.  
The Christopher method is 1 tablespoon every hour as needed and 
works well.  
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Leaf, Powders, & Capsules 
 
Whole Olive Leaves or powder, Bone/Flesh/Cartilage Tea, Calcium 
Balance           Hormone Balance, Blood cleansing tea, & 
Bone/Flesh/Cartilage. 
  
Drinking 1 quart of Olive Leaf Tea is powerful medicine, so I stock 
commercial leaves for this purpose. Bone/Flesh/Cartilage Tea is the most 
beneficial tea I can imagine and I make it to the original formula with a little 
added Olive leaf. 
 
We have more formulas in bulk also! 
 
Blood Cleansing Herbal Tea cut herb, the most famous herbal tea used by 
herbalist to make the blood pure. Dr. Christopher said this formula was 
given to Dr. Harry Hoxey, and a Famous Indian Chief, and himself during 
prayer. It made all 3 famous in the use for cancer treatment.  
I can’t imagine life with out my Vita Mixer. I use it daily to make my juices 
and shake.  Other mixers can work, but the power of the Vita Mixer is great, 
in 20 seconds I can liquefy most any fruit or vegetable. Due to lack of 
interest, All blenders are SPECIAL ORDER ONLY! 
 
 
 

pH paper 
 

Every serious Self-Applying Prevention experimenter must learn to use pH 
paper, it is the only testing equipment needed to understand the human 
body’s needs.  A must for “Fasting” and Longevity. 
 

Candles 
 

I will never be with out the amazing Chinese (Ear) Candle.  I start the kids 
out at age 1 and try to clean their ears every 6 months.  Ear wax is 
undigested food waste and I noticed if we eat a fruit and berry diet, ear wax 
is not created, this shows me how bad we feed our babies, because they 
always have plenty of ear wax. 
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Berry’s Solution 
50% OLIVE LEAF / 50% VITALERBS 

 
The only new book (after 1950) that I stock and suggest to buy is Dr. 
Morton Walker’s “OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT”.  After years of using Olive 
Leaf I believe this book 100%.  Olive Leaf is the truest “KING of the 
HERBS” that there ever was.  It is one of the most ancient herbs mentioned 
many times in Bible times.  For $5.99 this is the best value in self-health 
prevention books I know of.  If you want to learn about just one herb, this 
would be my pick.  Please read this book before consuming Olive Leaf 
products. 
 
We have suggested taking 2 home made Olive Leaf capsules 3X daily 6 days 
per week.  Then “IF” the bacterial/viral load becomes more than you want, 
we suggested taking 20 capsules, waiting 2 hours and then taking 20 more 
“IF” needed.  (Also learn by reading the book how to do miracles with large 
doses of the tea.)  Most every product we make has added Olive Leaf.  We 
seen the value of this herb and actually had several Olive Leaf trees shipped 
to us and take great care in raising them. 
 
Dr. Christopher had 63 herbal formulas in his practice, all of great benefit 
and can be learned about in his “School of Natural Healing” book.  This the 
greatest herb book in print.  His son took over the business/school after his 
death and made some of his own formulas based on what he learned from 
his Dad.  His number 1 formula was what he called Vitalerbs.  Basically a 
mixture of herbs to feed the system and provide anything that may be 
lacking in the diet.  His dosage is 2 three X daily up to 18 daily.  Especially 
if a health problem exist or during pregnancy the 18 per day is very much 
recommended.  
 
So after selling these 2 herbs separate and after Dr. Christopher’s went out 
of business and we had to make all our own formulas, we chose to combined 
these into 1 capsule, thus this was our “Solution” to take one capsule 
product instead of two. 
 
Naturally Dr. Christopher’s 63 formulas have great value for specific health 
problems.  His lower bowel formula is always first choice, regardless of the 
condition and then his Vitalerbs  next.  All of the original capsule formulas 
were Vegi Caps and we have also chosen to do this, even though it is the 
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most expensive route to take.  I suggest a dosage of what the body feels is 
right.  Take with each meal as many as is desired or can be afforded. 
 
 
I have removed a few products for the 2005 price list and have added a few! 
 
 
For the kids and myself, I have been experimenting with an all purpose 
herbal tea.  This would be for when fresh fruit/berry juices are not on hand 
and you don’t have a fresh pot of herbal tea brewing.  I believe our only 
“True” liquid is the pure juice from fresh picked fruits/berries.  All 
bottled/packaged liquids are bad for health, especially children’s health and 
not to be considered.  Home made distilled water being the next option to 
live juices, is best made into fruit/berry juices and then option 3 is herbal 
teas. 
 
Everyone has their own preferred taste and it is difficult to convince 
someone/everyone to drink a herbal tea.  The adult “SHOULD” accept an 
herbal tea when enough self-experimentation has proven to the brain that the 
herbs in the tea are needed and good for the body.  Small children are 
normally much easier to deal with.  If the child is uncorrupted on pop and 
sweetened drinks of all kinds with POISONED coloring and taste enhancers, 
they will readily take to herbal teas. 
 
A mother should put baby on Red Raspberry tea when congested and milk 
removed until the mucus is out of the lungs, this has shown the baby that 
natural herbal tea is a food and these children also take right to herbal teas. 
 

• Once corrupted on “junk” drinks, the child and adult alike will be 
stubborn and make excuses why they will not drink this herbal tea, or 
anything good for that matter.  These people will need habit change 
and education or they will not succeed in the use of Natural Foods.   

 
I make 2 types of concentrated herbal teas, one for children and one for 
adults.  The Children’s tea is kept simple and no stimulating herbs used.  We 
prefer the taste of Peppermint to the taste of herbal mixed teas.  Peppermint 
is an excellent herb and my choice for now for this product. 
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I call the children’s tea; “Growing Like a Weed”  Part A 
 
It is self-sweetened with natural concentrated sugars/minerals with the hint 
of Peppermint.   
 

I just call the adult tea;  Adult Tea! 
 
This tea can be simple or as complicated as the Longevity Daytime Formula 
of over 100+ herbs.  I also used Natural herbal & bee sweeteners, but some 
may like to add more natural sweetener based on how diluted they want to 
make the tea. 
 

• Both formulas can be drank cold, warm, or hot!  They don’t really 
need refrigeration, because when you get the product, you use it until 
gone!  To buy products and let them set is of no value and I can’t tell 
you how many people make a practice of buying herbs and letting 
them set for years.  Once made into tea, they can set in a thermos 
bottle all day, but otherwise should be drank. 

 
I alternate drinking teas and juices.  I will drink the Adult Tea when no 
juices are on hand.  I then will switch to juices when available and when the 
juice is out, switch back to the Adult Tea.  The same for the children.  
Fruit/Berry juices are first and the herbal teas as a substitute.  This method 
keeps the taste of the herbal tea welcome, the liver is usually telling the brain 
that it needs the herbal teas after several days of doing with out and the taste 
is quite welcome.  
 
The worse thing a parent can do is start children on soft drinks and bottled 
liquids.  The commercial bottled products may be juice, but most likely 
made with fluoridated city water and solvents as preservatives.  Home made 
distilled water must be your only source of water and your fruit/berry 
juices, not the stores.  Living on preserved/poisoned liquids like pop is a 
danger to your health, something most Americans are hooked on.  People are 
drug addicts in so many ways and don’t realize it. 
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“Growing Like a Weed”  Part B 
 
Just as the entire body must be treated as a whole in restoring health, also 
must the entire herbal plant be used (extracted).  When grazing animals (and 
humans) eat whole plants, the water and alcohol soluble, as well as the 
plant’s fats are being consumed and this must be so!  Animals make “FAT” 
from grazing on organic plant “FATS”!   
 
Animals that have short digestive tracts and meat eating teeth can get along 
with eating other animals “FAT”, but most meat eaters when ill, seek out 
grass/herbs to eat for their medicines.  Humans can eat animal “FAT”, but 
this is second hand “FAT” and full of animal acid waste and nothing in 
comparison to plant “FAT” in quality and health. 
 
Plant “FAT” is a MUST for complete health and part B of this formula!  It 
restores many failing body functions.  (This is basically Longevity P.M.) 
 
Children need a teaspoon daily and adults a tablespoon daily. 
 
I make many experimental herbal formulas, most of them I never offer for 
sale.  I suggest the Dr. Christopher herbal formulas because they are the 
most copied formulas there are.  Dr. Christopher perfected these formulas 
that have been around for hundreds of years.  Your best bet is to study herbal 
books by Dr. Christopher and make your decisions to take herbs based upon 
His wisdom and then by self-experimentation decide for your self. 
 

• No one should take or administer a herbal product unless they 
understand the product and know it’s effects on the system, to do 
otherwise is to act blindly. 

 
 
 

(I will list other products on the price sheet) 
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(The reasoning behind “Growing Like A Weed” and “Longevity” formulas.) 
 

Understanding Nutrition and Human Health 
by; Joel Berry 

 
Nutrition has been studied for more than 200 years.  The more mankind 
became civilized the more he needed to supplement his diet.  The further 
away from Nature man strayed the more penalties were paid with ill health 
and shortened lifespan. Soon there was the need for medical herbs and 
medicines, pain control, and finally operations. 
 
Humans spend more effort and money on foods and health than all other 
expenditures put together. It has become a lifestyle for most people.  
Nothing has been studied more than food and the ill effects on humans when 
these foods cause accumulated acid waste in the system.  This food supply 
system has caused a tremendous amount of miss information, all in the name 
of profits! 
 
All that is needed to sell a product is to have a scientific study done so it can 
be advertised that the product is “good” and a market is developed and 
mankind continues to poison himself at a rapid rate.  Virtually all “common” 
commercial foods fit this category.  Farmers struggle all their lives to grow 
grains to feed their livestock and never stop to wonder why they prematurely 
die of “old age diseases” when they are yet very young.  At least 99.999% of 
all people drink water that not only poisons, but also makes the blood supply 
network brittle and clogged. 
 
Nothing is more perverted and so far away from Nature than commercial 
“Human” food!  Few people know what human food is and even fewer have 
any idea what the proper method of eating is.  Habits have been handed 
down for as many years as man has walked away from his perfect habitat. 
 
The stomach is the very organ that saves us and the very organ that puts us 
in the grave.  It is not the stomach’s poor design, it only reacts to what is 
shoveled into it.  The body must be alkaline and the only method to maintain 
an alkaline body is determined by what a human eats. 
 
The blood supply is always 7.365 pH.  The saliva and urine should be 7+ 
pH.  The stomach juices should be alkaline after the baby is weaned off 
mother’s milk by age 18 months and most likely no human has had this pure 
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of a stomach for many generations back into history.  All human foods are 
preserved by Nature with natural fruit acids and these acids once sent to the 
stomach will be passed into the blood where they will act as solvents and 
then be exhaled out the lungs and skin and leave their alkaline salts for the 
liver to make the body’s daily needs and maintain an alkaline body. 
 

• All non-human foods shoveled into the stomach force the stomach to 
create acids and this is the very acid that ages the body in many ways 
and wears the organs/bones/flesh down into degeneration. Humans are 
what they breathe, eat, and drink and these 3 things determine the rate 
of their self-created suicide. They seek out poisons to kill their pains, 
which accelerates their suicide.  To have an operation is as far away 
from Nature as one can go! 

 
Money is the root of all evil, because $$$ drives the food industry and 
controls the habits of most people.  Man is so poisoned and living against 
Nature so aggressively that “food” common sense has been lost many 
generations ago!   
 
The human body adapts!  If it doesn’t, it dies.  Humans are born sick and 
most die in 50-80 years never knowing 1 day of true health.  They cannot 
and will not conceive that their habits determines if they live well or not.  
They won’t accept responsibility for family members premature deaths!  The 
American (human) way is to blame anything but them selves.  
 
The facts are humans die from being poisoned!  Humans are extremely hard 
to kill, their design is perfect and it takes great effort to destroy the body to 
the point that life must flee the body.  It doesn’t matter if the baby dies in the 
womb or at the premature age of 100, it took poisons to stop the life. 
 
Nature instructs “ALL LIFE” and only humans choose to disobey.  Humans 
are so far away from Nature that they do not understand and are so poisoned 
that they don’t want to understand.  Most live such miserable lives that death 
is welcome and many eagerly seek Hospice to end their lives with Morphine 
and pain killers. How many live in pain the last 20 years of their lives, never 
understanding they, themselves, have slowly clogged their “life giving” 
blood to the point it can not support their body. 
 
What other creation seeks to extend their life when life is not lived to the 
fullest?  All uncivilized creations die naturally and follow Nature’s path 
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straightforward to the end.  When man captures and civilizes creatures by 
feeding them wrongfully, they never live as healthy or as long as they do in 
the wild.  The way man has polluted the air and the oceans, all creatures are 
suffering more, than in all of history and none are completely free of man’s 
aggressions against his Creator.  
 
The course of mankind proves this is only going to get worse at an even 
greater rate than the past.  Not one living creature can defeat Nature or even 
put up a defense.  Nature seeks to remove “ALL” that do not obey.  All of 
Nature’s Laws are permanent and “GOD PERFECT” forever and ever!  This 
is why some say we pay for the sins of our family members back 7 
generations.  This is also why each generation becomes weaker and not 
stronger.   
 
To turn things around and to start Obeying Nature would mean a wife and 
husband would both accept Nature’s ways and then their children would 
have to seek out their mates with the same upbringing and do this for the 
next 7 generations before the race could be restored and even this would be 
tainted because of the massive air pollution worldwide.  
 

• As simple as it would be, no one would give up their habits and 
99.999% quickly say “We all die and we all have to die of something 
anyway and I am going to do as I want”, not as I aught! 

 
The more a person is poisoned the quicker they will respond with the above 
statement.  They can’t conceive that God only gave humans the choice to 
obey Nature or to disobey Nature!  All other life on this planet obeys Nature 
and needs no help in doing so.  Nature keeps balance, always! 
 
In my experience I see education as the only solution and the reason I 
created THE SCHOOL OF SELF-APPLIED PREVENTION home study 
books.  Many Medical Doctors wrote books (when is was safe to write such 
books) many years ago that taught that NATURE was the only cure!  I use 
these books to educate the customer to the point, that hopefully, they will put 
their trust in Nature and not drugs and operations.  I learn a little from each 
of these books and I adapt as I learn and this is how I have ended up with the 
“GROWING LIKE A WEED” herbal tea concentrate and longevity 
formulas, etc.  It is an accumulation of all I have learned and a result of 
research in Longevity. 
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For many years I have been learning about human foods and why we have 
became dependant on “Supplementing” our commercial human foods.  Few 
people realize that “IF” we ate correctly in the 1st place, there would be no 
reason to supplement our diet with any additive and no reason for this paper. 
 
If only people would stop buying supplements (most all are poisons) and 
spend that money on real human foods, they would soon be living much 
more healthy lives.   
 

• Until it is learned that we must make our own distilled water, the 
lifespan will never be lengthened or health achieved. 

 
I have studied herbs and sought to have them in a way that my children 
would like them.  I have made tinctures, syrups, powders, capsules, cookies, 
candies, etc. all with the herbs I wanted them to have and eventually they 
grew tired or bored with the product, all except, herbal tea.   
 
Herbal tea is great for children, but not so easy to make on a daily basis that 
would supply them with all the minerals and herbal chemicals that I wanted 
them to have, in a method that I wanted and definitely not in the 
concentration I desired.  It is also not easy to make all teas taste well to 
children of all ages and again, some children are so perverted with wrongful 
diet that they will resist all herbal teas.  So the earlier a child can be started 
on herbal tea the better!  Once they are addicted to soda pop type drinks, 
they are not as willing to seek herbal teas. 
 
Humans seem to adapt a habit (break or create) on a 21 day cycle.  Once the 
body has taken a new food such as an herb, it knows what chemicals are 
present and will then tell the body that it desires this food as a source for the 
chemicals/minerals needed daily.  Drinking acid poisons such as pop/coffee, 
smoking, etc. keeps the brain too polluted in acid to be able to determine 
what is good or bad to eat and drink. 
 
Once the body is well, it is plain to see that the body gives “call” for what it 
needs and not what it use to want from habit.  Breaking these habits is easily 
achieved by “fasting” and then living on human foods.  Then if you choose 
to eat a non-human food, it is by choice and not by habit.  “Old habit” is 
soon reestablished if returned to. 
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• Watching a non-polluted, non-perverted young toddler or child is an 
amazing lesson in Nature!  They will seek to sleep with their head 
towards the North.  They don’t like socks and shoes or hot clothing.  
They refuse wrongful foods “IF” they are offered true human foods 
first.  If given wrong foods when hungry they will eat them and make 
them habit and then are spoiled and the parents are pleased to see their 
children becoming just like they are.  These habits have been handed 
down for so many generations that people believe it is normal to die 
of “Old Age Diseases” when they are in reality just premature humans 
never achieving maturity.  In ancient times adulthood started at age 
125 and then a mate was chosen.   

 
As a creature is poisoned generation after generation, Nature “QUICKENS” 
their lifespan so the species survives!   
 

• Don’t believe this?  Use the cigarette for the example!  No human can 
inhale smoke of any source and not gag and cough!  Inhale cigarette 
smoke (candle, stove smoke, etc.) for just 21 days and not only will 
there be no cough, but great enjoyment be had from this self imposed 
poison.  The air we breathe, the water we drink, the food we eat, etc. 
done for 21 days becomes completely normal to the human body, IT 
ADAPTS for better or worse!  Attempt to become healthy and all of 
these ill habits will make you stay ill!  Stay sickly and these poisons 
become part of your cells and are recognized as “FRIENDLY”, the 
type of friend that robs you blind in the long run! 

 
The adaptation allows the creature/human to be able to have offspring at an 
earlier age, because Nature knows natural lifespan will never come.  This is 
happening to the human race at such a rapid rate that society has not been 
able to adapt socially to the young people seeking to have off spring and the 
courts and jails are filled with such offenders of Nature.  On the other hand 
the hospitals and doctors offices have many times more young people dieing 
of diseases such a diabetes and other old age diseases and if these children 
don’t mate young, they will never have future generations and Nature will 
eventually remove them. 
 
If left alone with no rules and no jails, Nature would be followed and 
everyone can easily imagine what would happen!  There are over 3,000,000 
men, woman, and children locked behind bars today in America alone, it is 
the largest “forced” labor force in the world.  The system that sets the 
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standards for air, water, and food quality operates the medical and prison 
system and balances the populations of the world, this should make someone 
stop to think! 
 
The simple answer to stay out of this “SYSTEM” is to get control of your 
water, food, and health care.  The air is controlled by the chem.-trail jets that 
are spraying us from above daily for the past 50+ years and we can’t control 
this, but we can make our bodies cleaner so it can handle more air pollution.  
It is no secret that most “ALL” inmates are ill physically and or mentally 
and live a miserable life, 100% against Nature. 
 

• The healthy child that is not fighting Nature to the point that their 
body is being “QUICKENED” does not desire to mate at an early age 
and “IF” their bodies really did develop the way Nature intends for it 
to so, they would eventually return to Natural Ways and in Nature, 
mating only occurs when offspring is desired.  It is no secret that 90% 
+ inmates and 90%+ of all human problems result around 
relationships with the opposite sex.  It leads to fights, drinking, drugs, 
stealing, anger, murder, etc.  It is a sign of that the human race is just 
about as far from Nature as they can get and must be herded like cattle 
in a pen.  It is also no secret that mating depletes the un-healthy male 
of his vital life and the un-healthy female depletes much of her own 
body with each child.  

 
 Again, these un-natural habits have been handed down for thousands of 
years to the point that few can even conceive Nature and “bulk” at the idea 
that “THEY” can be doing anything wrong to “THEIR” children or their 
mates and all will be fine as long as they obey the local laws enough that 
they don’t get caught and or go to church on Sundays and put a little money 
in the plate based on their guilt or good fortunes.  What they all have in 
common is when NATURE says they have broke the LAW of CREATION 
long “ENOUGH”, and the body has exhausted its life-force, they will seek 
out drugs and or herbs and then operations and more drugs and herbs!  Some 
will seek God for the first time or the first serious time!  But few, very few 
will ever acknowledge they have been killing themselves as a result of their 
habits! 
 
The human story can be written about forever!  Everyone has an opinion and 
ideas and have written books about human health since writing was apart of 
life skills.  Nature has it that the parents are the example for the child.  With 
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children, many authors believe that life long habits are formed by age 5 and 
there is probably a lot of truth in this. 
 
Books do not change people’s minds or habits!  What does bring change is 
when the reader experiments with what they have read and demonstrates to 
themselves if there is truth in the book.  Most are too sick to change or 
understand or even want to understand.  They need to remove the toxic load 
from there body and regain an alkaline body.  This allows the brain and body 
to expel its waste products down and out the drainage system and life to be 
enjoyed and have freedom from sickness.   
 
To regain health can be a nightmare and normally is a nightmare of 
confusion and loss of money.  Most likely nothing commercially sold is 
going to be in your best interest, but of great interest to the retailer by 
making their living off of the ill.  The manufacturer most likely does not 
understand Nature and there for does not understand human health and only 
knows what was taught at institutions that have no idea what Nature and true 
health is. 
 
All medical help for accidents can be life saving, but all medical help for 
illness causes the body to “QUICKEN”, they do not understand Nature or 
health because they were trained by Institutes that are controlled by those 
that control our air, our water, our food, etc. and the same ones that imprison 
the biggest workforce in the world and control the Nations like we control a 
farm lot of cattle or sheep.  They see our bodies as a group of cells and 
chemicals and treat in a method of sterilization and acid. 
 

• Before regulations each group of people had elders experienced in 
herbs and Nature cleanses and back in those days money had very 
little meaning and the art of herbs was used to remove “accumulated 
FOOD WASTE” from the body and once purged the person thanked 
the herbalist and went on about life.  Even a few may have used real 
human foods, but they would have been far and few, because mankind 
has eaten what he wants and not what he aught for along time! 

 
• The safe herbs provide minerals and nutrition and the medicinal herbs 

provide mild stimulants/poisons that enable the liver to make 
chemicals to kill parasites of all kinds living on what? 
ACCUMULATED “ACID” FOOD WASTE trapped in the human 
body! 
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Everyone knows herbalist and people that take herbs really do not live 
much longer than the average person that eats everything that doesn’t eat 
him first!  Herbs do aid and when properly used can save lives and 
promote health and enjoyment.   
 
There are things herbs have no power to correct to name a few; 

• The air we breathe. 
• The water we drink. 
• The toxic metals in our dental work and all sources of heavy 

metals we consume in supplements, drugs, foods, water, air, etc. 
• To extend life force. 
• To correct habit. 

 
Herbs properly used are food and Nature’s methods of purging the body by 
inducing sweat, evacuation, etc. of nothing more than the very things we eat 
for our foods! 
 
This is why back 150 –75 years ago there were many doctors with clinics 
that used no drugs, no operations, and no herbs and achieved almost 100% 
curative success is extremely short periods of time from 2-3 weeks in most 
cases!  The cure was to ALLOW Nature to cure the human by stopping the 
introduction of daily poisons!  It worked almost every time for every 
situation regardless of degree of illness and age! 
 
There were not one, but many Medical Trained doctors and surgeons that put 
down their drugs and knives and cured them selves and then many thousands 
of others.  Some even went on to obey Nature and became not only healthy, 
but extremely strong well past age of 70.  Their medical training most likely 
gave them no interest in herbs and most all of them failed in one very 
important part, they ignored PARASITES! 
 
Parasites live and thrive in an acid body full of mucus (undigested food) and 
adults are not easily killed by human blood!  Once large, these parasites 
intend to make the human body their host for the life of the host! Herbs 
come to the aid when parasites need to be removed, they provide the liver 
with the chemicals needed and the body is made extremely unwelcome and 
they die and are dissolved and carried away in the blood stream to the bowel.  
Some can lay eggs in the flesh that the body then surrounds in calcium and 
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these may stay in the body for 30+ years waiting for the body to decay so 
“they” can eat.  Only a strong trim body can “eventually” remove these 
types of eggs.  Simple anti-parasite herbs have been used for centuries and 
they are good for what is called “animal parasites” living in the human body 
except the brain and pancreas areas and possible other small areas where 
there body restricts chemicals from herbs.  An example is how the placenta 
keeps the baby from being poisoned or how the brain barrier keeps out 
toxins in the blood supply.  These areas can be made worm-free, but it is rare 
that anyone will take their health that serious and in most cases living a 
better diet will be enough to make anyone much happier in life and as the 
body becomes better with more pure blood, these parasites will not be able 
to reproduce and the body will gain control even in these hard to reach areas. 
 

• Even though these doctors removed the diseases in short periods of 
time by allowing Nature to do its work and made the patient happy 
and free of medical help the rest of their lives, they still only lived an 
average of 10 years longer (according to Dr. Howard Hays, M.D.) 
than if they had not learned this simple method of allowing the body 
to make 5X the average red blood cells.  Not bad by any means, and 
worth more than all the gold and diamonds on the face of the earth!  

 
The patient learned how to slow disease and eat real human foods and 
achieved an average of 10 years to the lifespan if the instructions were 
followed.  I believe this to be true and anyone that reads and applies this 
simple information will agree, I guarantee it and use this as my 1st book in 
The School of Self-Applied Prevention.  Is this the best book? No, but 
until the customer gets control of their health and removes some of the toxic 
acids, they are not able or willing to learn more simple methods of Nature. 
 
The ONLY true teacher ever needed is NATURE!  Nature never misguides 
and gives everything FREE!  What cost money is to remove the wrong 
education and breaking of the habits created from birth up.  As soon as the 
customer understands Nature, they have no need for books ever again!  The 
more they apply Nature to their lives the more free they will be. 
 
The idea behind the “Growing Like A Weed” herbal formula is to supply 
the day’s intake of liquid.  Ideally the person should be eating fruits and 
obtaining their liquid in this natural manner, but when thirst calls and natural 
fruit juices are not being consumed, then next best would be herbal tea made 
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with pure home made distilled water.  This takes time and most likely a 
single herb would be used for the tea.   
 
With my method many herbs have been used in concentrated tea form as 
well as tincture form utilizing minerals/chemicals that can be dissolved in 
water and alcohol.  The 3rd part of the herb is the fat/oil and this is a most 
vital part of the plant will be in a separate bottle.  The herbs are in various 
concentrations up to 50/1.  The formula is well preserved with concentrated 
plant syrups, plant tinctures, Olive Leaf, and Wild Oregano.  Concentrated 
Stevia is used so that the tea can be very diluted with distilled water and still 
have that sweet taste.  
 
Under normal conditions there should be no need for refrigeration.  It does 
no harm to refrigerate it if one wanted to do so.  The herbs used in the 
manner that they are and the tea made with sterile home made distilled 
water, a day’s supply of tea can be made and took along to work and play 
and not spoil.  I do not recommend the tea be kept till the next day unless 
refrigerated and there is no reason to do so.   
 

• Just like the manna story in the Bible, just make what you need for 1 
day at a time. 

 
The concentrate should never be taken by the tsp., (some people do just add 
a tsp. or 2 to their drinks). 
 
The standard method is to make the tea to your taste.  You soon can tell by 
the color of the tea, the lighter the color the less taste and the darker the 
color the richer the taste. 
 

• At first a rich flavor tea may be liked and then in a few weeks as the 
body absorbs and replaces the missing nutrients, then a light tea may 
be desired and then the product goes a long way! 

 
Once a BABY is started on herbal teas, they can drink only the 1st stage 
concentrate.  It is quite harmless and has no stimulating herbs.  One of the 
sweeteners is raw honey, so anyone allergic to bee products should be 
cautious. 
 
Baby - 3 years old should be on the first stage only.  Ideally the baby will 
have nothing other than mother’s milk until age 18 months.  At this age the 
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baby is naturally weaned off of milk and in Nature would never consume 
milk or a milk product again!  To do so keeps the stomach cells producing 
hydrochloric acid and produces the acid that robs the body of the alkaline 
minerals it depends on to stay healthy. 
 
From 3 years to 12 years can handles more minerals/herbs.  Starting age 13 
to 21 more herbs can be added.  From 21 – 40 more is added and from 40 – 
200 more powerful herbs.   
 

• Naturally the pregnant or nursing mother should use only the mildest 
of herbs based on centuries of use and not consume anything stronger 
than the 1st stage of this concentrated tea, because what ever is in 
mother’s blood, is in baby and mom’s milk.  Do not consume 
anything that you would not put directly into babies mouth, this 
includes all drugs, herbs, and even non/human foods, baby will be 
effected by everything you do. 

 
In Nature the only liquid needed is the natural water in fruits/berries.  No 
water is needed “IF” a person had fresh fruits/berries available at all 
times.  To do this they would have to live in a climate designed just for 
humans.  Where it never gets colder than 60 degrees in the winter 
months.  For all the rest of us, we must depend upon home made distilled 
water to supplement being civilized.  
 
• The unnatural diet of meats, grains, vegetables, and mixed foods of all 

kinds “demands” much more water! 
 
The worse the diet, the more water is needed.  As the body struggles to break 
down un-digestible foods, it needs a lot of water to keep the paste flowing.  
This mucus paste enters and clogs the body and the body then must run a 
mild fever most of it’s life to keep the paste liquid and this means the body 
will need a lot of water.  This is why the wrong food wears the body out 
many, many years prematurely and why people are now old by age 60. 
 
The standard rule is that if you eat fairly decent, you will need no more than 
½ gallon of supplemental liquid per day.  The worse you eat the more you 
will need, upwards of 1-2 gallons of liquid.  If you lived as nature intended 
on raw fruits and berries fresh picked and eaten directly from the plant, you 
should need little to no water.  Naturally the body would have to be 
superiorly clean before this could happen, so no one can just go water-free 
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day 1.  It takes time and some effort to remove the years of thick mucus 
stuck in the lymph glands. 
 
Pure homemade distilled water is the best water, not the best liquid for 
humans.  All fruit bearing trees, bushes, and plants slowly absorb water from 
the ground and Nature mixes it with extremely fine earth minerals in what is 
called an organic form performed only by a live tree/plant.  This water does 
not spoil, it is mixed with plant sugars and minerals as well as up to 220 
natural forming sugars.  When we absorb our liquids from Nature, they are 
sweet and full of minerals! 
 
When I made the “Growing Like A Weed” formula, I started with pure 
distilled water and made a formula with concentrated plant minerals and 
sugars!  Not even close to Nature’s PERFECT fresh picked wild fruits and 
berries, but the best I could come up with as a substitute. 
 
It works for me, will it work for you?  I have no idea, it will depend on your 
rejection or accepting the taste.  I made the dominate taste sweet Peppermint 
so the flavors of the strong herbs would be covered over.   
 
After a cleanse or a “Fast” the body does not object to any taste that is 
natural.  Before I “Fasted” I disliked many Natural foods and after the 
“Fast”, I not only could eat these foods, but I like most all foods that are 
Naturally good.  Actually after you break the food habit, you will enjoy plain 
tasting foods and not really think about taste near as much as you were 
raised up doing.  If some one turns their nose up to a good natural food, then 
it is time to break some habits and allow the body to breathe and flow more 
natural. 
 
The concentrate usually will be in vacuum packed quart canning jars or 
larger containers.  This is not like the herbs sold in tiny bottles in health food 
stores that most likely sells nothing truly healthy.  You will need to do some 
experimenting with the ratio of water to concentrate.  If you use anything 
other than home made distilled water, the product will not be as it was 
designed to be.  I know 99.999% won’t take the time to make their own 
water pure at home, but eventually Nature Balances and it easier and by far 
cheaper to make your own pure water now and not pay later because you 
didn’t all your life. 
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Make enough tea to last you a whole day.  You may make it fresh in the 
morning or the night before if you want to refrigerate it.  I personally take a 
½ gallon water jug and put 1 full tray of ice cubes made from distilled water 
and fill with tea and that is my liquid for the day, plus any fruit juice I come 
pass paths with.  Ideally you would drink as much (correct made) fruit juice 
as you do tea per day.  (Even better is to just drink fresh juice and no 
wrongful foods). 
 
 
 

• Drinking your own homemade distilled water and breaking pop, 
coffee, and all commercial bottled liquids will be the single largest 
improvement you can do in reducing heavy metal poisoning to your 
body.  Drinking this water in a more natural state such as herbal tea, to 
me is even more essential in providing the body with many natural 
organic minerals and plant chemicals, such as natural sugars. 

 
OPTIONS 

 
You can drink as little or as much of this tea as you desire.  I personally 
drink it all day and fruit juice when available.  If on the road I may slack off 
and drink a commercial drink, but my normal day is herbal tea/fruit juice.  I 
don’t drink plain water or distilled water except on the rarest of occasions.  

 
The “Growing Like a Weed” concentrated tea has a lot of herbs in it.  The 
purpose is to supply organic minerals/chemicals found in Nature.  It does not 
have dominate medicinal herbs that are used as curatives such as an 
Herbalist would use for specific health problems.   

 
• The idea option would be to learn about these herbs and when desired, 

just add them to this tea in the morning batch a glass at a time. 
 

 
Once you learn about herbs and their values you are on your way to medical 
freedom!  You should become parasite free and stay free of these creatures!  
You should learn to keep the body in top notch shape and never showing 
signs of starvation!  You should become an expert in water cures and learn 
to allow the body to come in touch with Nature and become tuff and not 
cuddled as most all humans of today are.  To be soft, is to have ill tissues!  
The body is meant to me in full contact with the sunlight and ground day and 
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night and each time we cover the skin or insulate the feet from the ground, 
we pay a price with our health. 
 
You should start by reading my first book on “Self-Applied Prevention”.  
Here you learn from the best surgeon how to remove all diseases by obeying 
Nature.  This book alone saves lives and a fortune by saving all medical cost 
over the lifetime. 
 
This information is added to each year and made more simple just about 
every year!  So ask each year for an updated version of my methods. 
 
I hope this paper has stimulated or sparked your interest to consider doing 
the following; (1.)Now that you have read about disease and the simple 
method to restore health, (ready for more great books), (2.) making 
your own pure water, (3.) restored bowel balance, (4.) began to make 
your body undesirable for parasites to live in, (5.) supplying the body 
plant minerals/per water, breaking the pop/coffee/commercial beverage 
habits and drinking pure fruit juices as much as possible, (6.) 
supplementing with “REAL” natural organic 1st time used plant fats 
and ready to start reversing accumulated toxins from the body. 
 
 
ADAVANCED EDUCATION 
 
Once these simple steps have been achieved or when needed, much more 
can be done.  Many herbs have been used in many ways to enhance the 
removal of toxins from the body.  The methods of applying water are almost 
endless.  The previous methods work well and eventually restore general 
health to levels never known before.   
 
Lumps seems to be one of the most concerns.  A lump in the body is a signal 
that circulation has a problem.  This lack of circulation creates a home for 
parasites and morbid matters.  If you can see or feel lumps, most likely there 
are plenty you can see or feel. 
 
The same with varicose veins, if you can see them, then there are plenty 
internally you don’t see. 
 
If the body does not look like it would at age 22 and in the most perfect of 
health and trimness, then these are signs the circulation is having trouble.  
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The simplest explanation is your outward appearance reflects your inner 
organs.  The face never lies.  The skin tells the tell.  The average person 
excepts sickness and premature death and this alone is a signal that the 
body/mind is lacking proper circulation/nutrients.   
 
Herbs can be used to do what was called knifeless surgery on lumps.  Herbs 
can be used to do anything from grow back fingers to growing a 3RD set of 
teethe.  Dr. Christopher and old medical books are sources to read about 
these methods.  The only thing needed is a acid free body that lives on live 
human foods, something people don’t do and there for these stories are 
getting rarer with each generation. 
 
I experiment around with what I call advanced herbal and other methods and 
after you read and apply natural remedies, you most likely will seek out 
more advanced books, they are still available.  I hope to guide the student 
towards this path by way of; 
 

The School of Self-Applied Prevention. 
 
 
Blessings, 
Joel 
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